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WHEAT PRICES AND MILLING COSTS 

IN CLASSICAL ROME 

N. Jasny 

The primary aim of this study was to ascertain the price 
of wheat in classical antiquity, and specifically the price or 
prices that correspond to the flour prices mentioned in Pliny's 
Natural History. It is concluded that the wheat price corre
sponding to Pliny's flour prices was at least 8 sesterces per 
modius for the cheaper of the two principal types of Roman 
wheat, rather than 3-4 or 5 sesterces for wheat as such
the interpretation hitherto commonly accepted. In other 
words, the free-market price of wheat in Rome at the end of 
the Republic and at the beginning of the Empire is likely to 
have been considerably higher than classical scholars have 
been assuming. Attention is also given to the price of wheat 
in certain other parts of the ancient world and an attempt is 
made to appraise the probable price spread between surplus 
and deficit areas. 

To reach conclusions on prices required the intensive 
consideration of wheats, flours, milling techniques and costs, 
and related matters in classical antiquity. A further objec
tive of the study has been to bring order out of the chaos 
that has characterized the available information on these sub
jects. If the work contributes only a little to reliable knowl
edge of the price of wheat in the ancient world, so important 
for its bearing on purchasing power and cost of living, it goes 
farther toward settling questions about flour grades and mill
ing costs in classical antiquity. 

A Roman flour with only bran separated, widely used dur
ing that period, was "discovered" in the course of the study. 
Extraction percentages of floUl· in antiquity appear to have 
been substantially higher than some prominent scholars have 
believed. It was also found that the high cost of power for 
grinding at that time was largely offset by the coarseness of 
the grinding, and that the total cost of producing flour, while 
higher than at present, represented only a small part of the 
flour price. 
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WHEAT PRICES AND MILLING COSTS 
IN CLASSICAL ROME 

N. Jasny 

For the distant past, for which no detailed 
statistics are available, it is quite customary 
to determine the price of money from the 
prices of grain. Economic activities were 
centered upon food production and the diet 
consisted largely of grain. The prices of other 
foods, especially dried legumes and meats, 
stood in a certain more or less definite relation 

procedure has rather been to reach conclu
sions from other material and then to show 
that Pliny's flour prices do not contradict con
clusions so reached. This relegation of Pliny's 
evidence to an auxiliary role is mainly due to 
the difficulties involved in converting the flour 
prices to wheat prices. The reluctance is fully 
justified. A correct result could not be ob-

tained while knowledge of 
milling techniques, flour 
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history. The prices at 
which the government distributed grain most
ly were not even close to free-market prices 
and were sometimes even nominal. \Vhile 
government prices in Rome are known, not a 
single free-market price is transmitted to us 
which would have pertained to normal condi
tions rather than to times of either great 
abundance or scarcity. 

Every scrap of information, however un
certain or indirect, must be used under these 
conditions. Among the scraps of indirect 
evidence are Pliny's prices of wheat flour. 
Since Pliny stated that those prices prevailed 
at times of average food prices, his evidence 
figures prominently in every study devoted 
to grain prices in classical Rome, and also in 
almost every study of the economics of class
ical antiquity, since grain prices largely served 
to determine wages, standards of living, and 
so on. 

However, none of the important studies of 
grain prices in classical Rome made use of 
Pliny's flour prices as the basic evidence. The 

present writer. Indeed, the 
specific character of the 

difficulties renders the problems particularly 
intriguing. While this study would have been 
warranted merely as finding the correct level 
of wheat prices corresponding to Pliny's flour 
prices, it is all the more justified if it serves to 
clarify knowledge of milling techniques, flour 
grades, and milling costs in ancient times. 

Pliny's flour prices are commonly inter
preted as corresponding to a wheat price of 
5 sesterces per modius or less, even much less. 
But according to tbe analysis made in this 
study, the lowest prices to which they corre
spond are 8 sesterces per modius of the 
cheaper of the two principal types of Roman 
wheats and almost 10 sesterces per modius 
of the more expensive type. 

Sicilian and Egyptian wheats were both of 
the cheaper type. The average market price 
of wheat in Sicily shortly before the begin
ning of our era was probably considerably 
higher than 3 sesterces per modius. In Egypt, 
wheat may have cost slightly less than 3 ses
terces, both at this time and a century later 
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138 WHEAT PRICES AND MILLING COSTS IN CLASSICAL ROME 

when Pliny made his statement on flour 
prices. However, Egyptian exports may not 
have been entirely free. The high costs of 
transportation and storage and the heavy 
risks involved in the grain trade may well 
have brought the price of Sicilian and Egyp
tian wheats in Rome close to a price that 
would correspond to Pliny's flour prices. In 
any case, the free-market price of wheat in 
Rome probably was considerably higher than 
3-4 sesterces per modius-the price hitherto 
commonly accepted by historians. 

The flour used for bread in classical Rome 
was much poorer than is commonly assumed. 
Wheat was not thoroughly cleaned before 
grinding, and grinding and sifting, if any, 
were very coarse; in fact, much flour was sim
ply whole-grain meal. Among sifted flours, 
one of about 80 per cent extraction was prob
ably the most common. The practice of grind
ing wheat into three grades of flour, described 
in detail by Pliny and commonly assumed to 
have been the standard type in antiquity, 
probably was found only in the largest cities, 
and even there only to a moderate extent. As 
in the production of one-grade flour, the ex
traction of flour in the three-grade grinding 
was considerably higher than the present ex
traction rate. 

Animal power was utilized inefficiently in 
Roman mills, which may partly account for 
the fact that human labor was largely used for 
grinding even after the invention of the rotat
ing animal mill. Milling costs, though consid
erably higher than in modern times, neverthe
less were small relative to the free-market 
price of wheat, because of the high price of the 
wheat, the cheapness of slave labor, and espe
cially the small amount of power utilized per 
bushel of the coarsely ground wheat. 

PLINY'S FLOUR PRICES 

Pliny the Elder, the author of the famous 
Natural History, was born A.D. 23 and per
ished in Pompeii during the eruption of Vesu
vius A.D. 79. The Natural History was pub
lished A.D. 77. Among the tremendous amount 
of evidence of all kinds and of greatly varying 
reliability assembled in it, there are 16 words 
pertaining to the prices of wheat flour: 1 

Pretium huie annona media in modios farinae 
XL asses, simi/agini ocionis assibus amplius, 
siligini eastratae duplum [When food prices 
are average, a modius of farina costs 40 asses; 
of simi/ago 8 asses more, and of bolted siligo 
twice.] 

The customary interpretation of this state
ment is that those prices corresponded to a 
price of 5 sesterces per modius of wheat, or 
less.2 This interpretation is almost a century 
old. Repeated over and over again, it attained 
the position of a definitely established truth. 
The interpretation that Pliny's flour prices 
correspond to 5 sesterces per modius was 
made, for example, by Hugo Bliimner3 (who 
devoted his life to study of the economics of 
classical antiquity) in his comments on the 
Edict of Diocletian on maximum prices. Cor
rado Barbagall04 first computed a price of 5-6 
sesterces for triticum, the cheaper of the two 
Roman wheats;5 but then he said that the 
wheat price could not have been so high be
cause of the high milling costs. In his com
prehensive work on the economy of ancient 
Rome, Tenney Franko writes: "Pliny (xviii, 
90) gives the price of flour in his day at forty 
asses which means a rather high price of five 
sesterces the modius for wheat." Thus in 
Frank's opinion the normal price of wheat in 
Rome in Pliny's time was less than 5 sesterces. 

1 Naturalis Historiae Libri XXXVII (Bibliotheca 
Scriptorum Graecorum et Romanorum Teubneriana, 
Leipzig, 1892), Book 18, chap. 10, sec. 90, pp. 166-67. 

2 The modius, the Roman unit of volume, was equiva
lent to 8.47 liters or 0.24 Winchester bushel; 1 sextarius 
was one-sixteenth of a modi us. The denarius, the Ro
man unit of money, was subdivided into 4 sesterces 
and 1 sesterce was subdivided into 4 asses. 

3 Edictum Diocletiani de Pretiis Rerum Venalium, 
cd. by Th. Mommsen (interpreted by H. Bliimner) 
(Berlin, 1893), p. 63. 

4 "II prezzo del frumento durante l'eta imperiale Ro
mana in Grecia e in !talia," Rivista di Sioria Antica, 
1905, n.s., X, 53. 

G The price computed by Barbagallo for siligo, the 
higher-priced type of Roman wheat, was 10 sestel'ces 
pel' modius. This price was reached by an incorrect 
interpretation of the word duplum in Pliny's state
ment as meaning a price twice as high as 40 asses. If 
Barbagallo had interpreted the word dupillm as mean
ing duplication of the additional 8 asses (see p. 156 for 
proof that this is likely to be the correct interpreta
tion), he would have arrived at a price of 7 sesterces 
for siligo. 

6 Economic Survey of Ancient Rome (Baltimore, 
1933-40), I, 403. 
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For the time of Cicero (about a century before 
Pliny), when wheat was unlikely to have been 
materially cheaper than at the time of Pliny, 
Frank7 accepts 3 sesterces as the normal price 
of wheat in Rome. Rodbertus,8 in his impor
tant study of the real value of money in an
tiquity, arrived at the conclusion that the 
price of wheat corresponding to Pliny's flour 
prices was much less than 4-5 sesterces. M. 
RostovtzevO thought that Pliny's flour prices 
can be "well brought in agreement with a 
price of wheat of 3 to 4 sesterces which is 
known to us from other sources." Alberto 
Oliva 'o uses 3 sesterces as the market price of 
wheat in Rome at the time of Caius Gracchus 
(the end of the second century B.C.) and of 3-4 
in the period from Cicero to Nero. 

It is the contention of the present writer 
that the lowest prices to which Pliny's flour 
prices could have corresponded were 8 ses
terces per modius of triticum (in the narrow 

7 Ibid., p. 98. 

8 "Zur Frage des Sachwerths des Geldes im Alter
thurn," in Jallrbiic1ter fiir NationalOkonomie und Sta
tistik, ed. by Bruno Hildebrand (Jena, 1870), XIV, 413. 

9 "Frumentum," in Paulys Real-Encyclopiidie der 
classischen Altertumswissensc1wft (new ed., Stuttgart, 
1894-1938), Vol. VII, col. 149. 

10 La poliLica granaria di Roma antica (Piacenza, 
1930), pp. 95, 168. 

11 The writer accepts the conversion of the Roman 
money to United States currency used by Frank (op. 
cit., I, 422). The Roman silver denarius first was con
verted to gold by using the ratio 12: 1 and then the 
conversion to United States currency was made. A 
direct conversion to the silver dcnarius, without bring
ing in gold, would yield a dollar value only about 40 
per cent as high as that computcd in the text. But 
silver must be considered a devalued metal now. With 
the acceptcd mode of conversion, a sesterce pcr modius 
is equivalcnt to about 20 ccnts of the pre-1933 gold 
dollar per Winchester bushel. 

12 The very important distinction between frec-mar
llet prices and prices at which the government distrib
uted or sold the grain in Rome is hardly ever made 
with sufficicnt clarity. The government obtained a 
portion of the harvest (mostly onc-tenth) of the sub
ject countries as a tax. Grain was also received by the 
government frce as rent for government-owned land. 
Transportation within the individual countries fre
quently was perform cd as a compulsory service and 
ship o'ivners were induced by privileges to transport 
government grain cheaply. Under these conditions the 
cost of the grain to the government was only a frac
tion of that to a private merchant. 

13 Official data compiled by the Food Research In
stitute, Stanford University. See J. S. Davis, "The 
World Wheat Situation, 1934-35: A Review of the 
Crop Year," WHEAT STUDIES, December 1935, XII, 181. 

sense), the cheaper of the Roman wheat types, 
and slightly less than 10 sesterces per modius 
of siligo, the higher-priced of the Roman 
wheat types. The price of 8 sesterces per mo
dius of triticum in the narrow sense corre
sponds to about 1.60 pre-1933 gold dollars 
per Winchester bushel, while slightly less 
than 10 sesterces per modius of siligo corre
sponds to almost 2 dollars of the same value 
per Winchester bushel.n 

It must be conceded that those prices are 
high. But if Pliny's flour prices are inter
preted as free-market prices12-and they ob
viously could not have been anything else
they do not seem to the present writer so 
enormously high as to most students of Ro
man economic history. In fact, they compare 
well with normal prices of present times. The 
comparison of course must not be with prices 
in the United States or any other surplus coun
try, but with prices in highly deficit countries 
of which Rome was one, and not with prices 
in periods of deflation such as that which be
gan in 1931, because Pliny's time was by no 
means one of such excessive production of 
agricultural products as characterized the 
period after 1931. The average wheat prices 
in the principal deficit countries of Europe in 
1909-10 to 1913-14 and 1925-26 to 1929-30 
were as follows (in cents per bushel of 60 
pounds) :13 

1909-10 1925-26 
Country Type of wheat to to 

1913-14 1929-30 
----

United 
Kingdom ... Imported wheat, average 

of all imports 108 150 
Fra.nce ....... Domestic wheat in Paris 142 164 
Germany ..... Domestic wheat in Berlin 135 170 
Italy ......... Domestic common 

("soft") wheat in Milan 150· 196 

• Calendar years 1910-14. 

At $1.60 per bushel the price of triticum, 
the most widely grown wheat of antiquity, as 
computed from Pliny's flour prices, was much 
higher than was the price of imported wheat 
in Britain before the first world war; but it 
was only moderately higher than the prices 
of domestic wheat in Berlin and Paris or the 
price of domestic common wheat in Milan. 
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Domestic durum ("hard") wheat in Italy usu
ally costs more than domestic common 
("soft") wheat. Imported wheat of every kind 
cost substantially more than domestic wheat 
in all three of the big deficit countries of the 
European continent. Hence before the first 
world war the prices of imported wheat in 
those three countries were closer to the com
puted price of triticum in Rome than was 
the price of domestic wheat, and the price of 
durum in Milan practically coincided with the 
computed price of triticum. 

In the period preceding the deflation of the 
1930's, only in Britain was the wheat price 
less than the price computed for triticum. The 
price of domestic common wheat in Milan 
was almost as high as the price of sili[Jo com
puted from Pliny's flour prices, while the price 
of durmn wheat was as high as the latter. Of 
course, both before and after the first world 
war, the German, French, and Italian wheat 
prices were raised by rather high import bar
riel's; hut in antiquity the high cost of trans
portation operated as a very effective barrier. 

The history of wheat prices over a long 
period of time cannot be nnalyzed here. It 
must be conceded that wheat prices as they 
were before the deflation of the 1930's repre
sented the high point of a rise which had lasted 
for decades. l1 Yet the prices of 1925-29 are 
not high and those of 1909-13 are low, if they 
are compared with prices in import markets 
in more distant periods-for example, with 
the prices in those markets in the eighteenth 
century. 

The idea of the historians that wheat was 
cheap in terms of other goods or gold in an
tiquity has its origin in the assumption that 
improvements in grain-production techniques 

14 This statement is true if the very high prices dur
ing the first world war are disregarded. If they are 
included, the peak of prices was reached during that 
war. 

15 The extent of the shift is frequently greatly exag
gerated, and occurred on a large scale only in the vi
cinity of Rome. Available evidence leaves no doubt 
that imports covered only a small proportion (10 per 
cent or less) of the total grain requirement of Italy 
and probably did not exceed 15 million bushels, even 
including shipments from Sicily and Sardinia. About 
150 million bushels were needed solely to feed the 
population, which at the time of Pliny is usually esti
mated at about 15 millions. Seed and feed had to be 
provided additionally. 

since classical times have been negligible as 
compared with improvements in the tech
niques of producing other goods, and that 
grain consequently became gradually more 
and more expensive. Actually, however, the 
past century may have been the only period 
of very large changes in the price relationship 
between grain and other goods. These changes 
were hrought about hy a revolution in trans
portation facilities, and on the deficit marl,ets 
grain was the commodity which had become 
cheaper relative to many other goods. Even 
if it could he proved that improvements in the 
techniques of grain production were less than 
improvements in the production techniques 
for other goods, the great reduction in trans
portation costs is a big offsetting factor so far 
as concerns the price of such a cheap com
modity as grain on importing markets. The 
very high cost of transportation in antiquity 
is a factor which does not receive due atten
tion from the analysts of Roman wheat prices. 

The free-market price of wheat is the one 
at which Italian producers sold their sur
pluses. The common idea that these prices 
were low in Rome seems to agree well with 
the shift from grain to wine and olives which 
occurred in Italian agriculture at the end of 
the Republic and during the early EmpireY 
But this shift indicates only that wine and 
some other foods particularly expensive to 
transport, successfully competed with wheat 
for the land. The difference in transportation 
and other marketing costs made it profitable 
to produce these products in the vicinity of 
Rome and to bring wheat from distant coun
tries. But wheat was not cheap in Rome. 
Transportation and other marketing costs of 
foreign wheats in Rome, though much lower 
than those of wine, were nevertheless very 
high. Free-market wheat would have been 
cheap in Rome only if the government had 
regularly and heavily suhsidized its importa
tion, hut apparently such measures were taken 
only in emergencies. 

It will he shown later that the free-market 
prices of grain in Rome were undoubtedly 
subject to violent variations, far exceeding in 
this respect anything observed now. Prices 
jumped up and down greatly from year to 
year and within the same year, and even five~ 
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year averages are likely to have differed very 
substantially one from another. These violent 
price variations may have been an important 
contributing inducement for the farmer ncar 
Home not to rely merely on grain for his 
money income, even though the long-time 
average prices were rather high. The wide 
and highly important implications of the idea 
that the free-market prices in Home might 
have been much higher than is commonly be
lieved are recognized by the present writer, 
but cannot be discussed here. 

In a subsequent short statement an attempt 
is made to show that, so far as free-market 
prices are concerned, the evidence on Roman 
wheat prices other than that given by Pliny 
hy no means conclusively points to the price 
level commonly accepted by the historians. 
But even if it be granted that free-market 
prices of wheat in Rome may have been sub
stantially less than those which correspond 
to Pliny's flour prices, this may have been true 
only with reference to long-time averages. 
Owing to the very large price variations, it is 
not impossible that, while the long-time aver
age prices of wheat were materially less than 
the prices which corresponded to Pliny's flour 
prices, the free-market prices of wheat in 
Rome approximately reached the level incli
cated by our conversion of Pliny's flour prices 
for a period of time sufficiently long to have 
enabled Pliny to say that his flour prices were 
those of years with normal food prices. 

But the present writer does not insist that 
the free-market prices of wheat as he com
putes them from Pliny's flour prices existed 
for a considerable length of time. He is only 
certain that his conversion of Pliny's flour 
prices is reasonably correct, and hopes that 
a step forward will have been made toward 
finding the truth by proving that Pliny's flour 
prices cannot properly be cited in support of 
wheat prices of only 5 sesterces per modius or 
less. The price of 5 sesterces per modius of 
wheat in Rome may be correct after all, but 
it ought to be substantiated by evidence other 
than Pliny's flour prices. The position of those 
defending this wheat price would be especially 
strong if, in addition to proving it by other 
evidence, they would find a way to explain 
why Pliny gave prices of flour which are so 

much higher than those which would corre
spond to a wheat price of 5 sesterces. But 
this is by no means indispensable. Pliny's 
Natural History contains so many statements 
the incorrectness of which is beyond any 
doubt that such an explanation would not be 
essential. 

The conversion of Pliny's flour prices to a 
grain basis is not difficult, but it is partly a 
highly technical task. This accounts for the 
fact that a correct interpretation was not 
made long ago by some of the many brilliant 
scholars who have attacked the problem. 

The first thing which needs to be known for 
the conversion of Pliny's flour prices to wheat 
prices is the type of flours to which Pliny's 
prices pertain. Existing knowledge of the 
flour of classical antiquity suffices for this 
purpose, but further clarification of that 
knowledge is useful not only for the problem 
at hand but also for its own sake. 

The most important item in need of clari
fication is the weights per modius of flour and 
of meal in antiquity. This problem is easily 
solved on the basis of existing evidence. But 
owing to its very technical nature it is the one 
which tends to cause the most confusion. 

Knowledge of milling costs in classical an
tiquity is not indispensable, if only a rough 
figure for the wheat price is sought. But fa
miliarity with the general level of milling costs 
and of their effect on the price relation be
tween flour and wheat is pertinent. As a rule, 
milling costs are equivalent to only a small 
proportion of the wheat price; with the prices 
of wheat as high as they were in Rome even 
very high milling costs (relatively) would not 
have affected the level of the flour prices ma
terially. But this very fact of the low cost of 
milling a bushel of wheat relative to the cost 
of the wheat itself is not recognized by inter
preters of Pliny's flour prices. Since the cost 
of miIIing in antiquity is of considerable in
terest for itself and apparently never has been 
discussed before, it is undertaken here in some 
detail, at a later stage. 

OTHER EVIDENCE ON WHEAT PRICES 

It is beyond the scope of this study to ana
lyze all the evidence pertaining to wheat prices 
in Rome, but it seems desirable to show that 
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the most pertinent evidence is by no means 
conclusive. Rostovtzev,l in his basic study of 
grain in classical Rome, wrote: 
We have good evidence [on grain prices] only for 
the early empire and about the last century B.C. 

n is proven that as in the surplus countries as 
Sicily and Egypt, so in Rome, prices in normal 
conditions were about 3 sesterces [per modius]; 
somewhat higher in Rome, somewhat lower in the 
surplus countries. 

Let us consider the countries mentioned by 
Rostovtzev, and also Greece, the second largest 
grain-deficit market of antiquity. 

Price in Sicily.-Cicero's2 evidence on the 
prices of grain in Sicily at the time of Verres' 
governorship (73-71 B.C.) was the principal 
source of information on which Rostovtzev 
based his statement about prices in surplus 
countries. The lowest price mentioned by 
Cicero was 2 sesterces per modius of wheat, 
but Cicero accused Verres of pushing the price 
that low;3 that price, moreover, pertained to 
a year with an exceptionally large harvest,4 
The prices which by law the governor had to 
pay the Sicilian farmers were 3, 3%, and 4 
sesterces per modius of wheat, according to 
Cicero. The price of 3 sesterces should have 
been paid for the decumatum, the second tithe, 
delivered for money in addition to the first 
tithe delivered as a tax. The price of 3% ses
terces was for the imperatum, certain quanti
ties ordered in addition to the first two items. 
In both cases the price was at the farm. The 
price of 4 sesterces was that for small addi
tional quantities ordered to be delivered to the 
storehouse designated by the governor (fru
mentum in cell am). The decumatum delivered 
at 3 sesterces per modiusand the imperatum 
delivered at 3% sesterces per modius were for 
the needs of Rome; the grain ordered at 4 ses
terces per modius was for the needs of the 
Roman administration in Sicily. Cicero's ora
tion5 seems to indicate that the wheat pur
chased for Rome was charged to the Roman 
government at 3% sesterces per modius. 

It is important to emphasize that the prices 
of 3, 3%, and 4 sesterces per modius were 
prices for compulsory deliveries to the gov
ernment. Scramuzza6 correctly considered it 
a great disadvantage that: 
farmers of the 57 subject cities [of Sicily] were 
compelled to sell one-tenth of their crop to the 

Senate at 3 sesterces the modius, irrespective of the 
market price, [while] those of the privileged cities, 
if not hard pressed for cash, could wait until the 
following winter or spring, when the market price 
was twice or three times higher than in the sum
mer months. 

While nobody knows exactly the seasonal 
price spread, it was undoubtedly large. 7 The 
average yearly market price is likely to have 
been considerably higher than 3 sesterces, even 
if the market price which prevailed directly 
after harvest was not higher than the compul
sory price of the second tithe. 

Thus, while Cicero's evidence does not in
dicate the average market price of wheat in 
Sicily, it leaves no doubt that this price was 
not "somewhat less than three sesterces" as 
believed by Rostovtzev, but considerably 
above 3 sesterces. 

Price in Egypt.-In spite of the relatively 
great number of individual grain prices in 
Egypt which have been transmitted to us, the 
evidence is inadequate for definite conclu
sions. Moreover, while one cannot be certain 
of the prices themselves, an additional uncer
tainty is involved in the conversion of the 
prices to Roman money and measure. 

Heichelheim8 compiled the prices of grain 

1 Paulus Real-Encuclopiidie .... , Vol. VII, col. 149. 
2 The Verrine Orations (Loeb Classical Library, 

Cambridge, Mass., and London, 1935), Vol. II, Bool, 3, 
chap. 70, par. 163, pp. 199, 201; chap. 75, par. 174, 
p. 215; chap. 80, par. 188, p. 233; and others. See also 
Jerome Carcopino, "La Sicile agricole au dernier siecle 
de la RepubJique Romaine," Vierteljahrschrift filr 
Social- und Wirtschaftsaeschichte, 1905, IV, 142-47; 
and V. M. Scramuzza, "Roman Sicily," in Franl" op. 
cit., III, 261-68. 

a Op. cit., chap. 75, par. 174, p. 215. 
4 Frank, op. cit., III, 265-66. 
50p. cit., chap. 75, par. 174, p. 215. 
6 Frank, op. cit., III, 263. 
7 In the spring of 78 B.C., before the harvest, the 

market price was as high as 20 sesterces per modius 
in Sicily (Cicero, op. cit., chap. 92, par. 214, p. 263). 

8 Fritz Heichelheim, WirtscJwftliche SchwanJcunaen 
der Zeit von Alexander bis Auaustus (Beitrage zur 
Erforschung del' Wirtschaftlichen Wechsellagen, Auf
schwung, Krise, Stokung 3, Jena, 1930), pp. 118-22. 
Since we speak of Heichelheim's compilations of Egyp
tian grain prices, it may be useful to express our 
doubts of his idea (op. cit., pp. 61-62) that in Egypt 
the penalty price on grain-loan contracts, which com
monly was twice the market price for loans of wheat, 
was four times this price for loans of OAUQ<1. (OAUQ(1. 
was emmer, although it is commonly but inexactly 
translated "spelt"). There was no economic or other 
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in Egypt for a long period, but for the very 
time of Cicero the evidence is exceedingly 
meager. The author believes that his data in
dicate that the price of wheat in Egypt at 
Cicero's time varied from 1,000 to 2,000 cop
per drachmae or from 2Vz to 5 silver drach
mae per artaba. The Egyptian drachma was 
worth about % of a denarius at that time. 9 

Artabas of various sizes were used in Egypt 
but the artaba equal to 3* modii is believed 
to have been the most common one.lO With a 
silver drachma equal to % of a denarius and 
an artaba equal to 3* modii, the price of 2 %-
5 silver drachmae per artaba was equivalent 
to 20/10-40/10 sesterces per modi us. 

Pliny released his Natural History A.D. 77. 
For A.D. 78-79 an Egyptian source indicated 
wheat prices of 10 and 11 silver drachmae per 
artaba; the prices were for small quantities (2 

to several artabas) sold by the producer in a 
small interior town during the time the new 
crop was growing. There is no certainty that 
this price was a normal one; indeed the nor
mal price is likely to have been lower. Still, 
J ohnsonll uses the price of 10 silver drachmae 
in his computation of the cost of living in a 
whole period. If the artaba was equivalent to 
3* modii, 10 silver drachmae per artaba was 
equivalent to 3 sesterces per modius.l 2 

The above computations closely agree with 
those by Segre,13 an expert in Egyptian eco
nomics. He computed the price of wheat in 
Egypt at the end of the reign of Cleopatra and 
in the first years of Augustus, converted to 
Roman measure and money, at 2%-3% ses
terces per modius. The average of these prices 
is 3 sesterces. 

ju stification for such differentiation. It is much more 
likely that in the cases which Heichelheim had in 
mind, the commodity involved was hull-free emmer 
rather than em mer in hulls. It is absolutely improb
able that emmer, which for a long time was very im
portant in Egypt, was not bought, sold, and borrowed 
in hull-free form. Hull-free emmer also certainly was 
mentioned in documents. Hence it was referred to 
under one name or another. If the fact that in some 
cases the emmer was hull-free emmer rather than 
emmer in hulls has escaped the attention of the stu
dents, this may have occurred because the term OAUQU 

may have been applied to both emmer in hulls and 
hull-less em mer. All transmitted Egyptian prices of 
emmer have to be looked over carefully to ascertain 
whether they pertain to emmer in hulls or hull-less 
em mer. 

The above prices were domestic prices, in
deed, prices on interior markets. It is not 
known whether exports of grain from Egypt 
were freely permitted. Johnson14 believes 
that, while grain exports may have been un-

9 [F.] Hultsch, "Drachme," in Paulys Real-Encyclo
piidie .... , Vol. V, cols. 1613-33. 

10 A list of the various sizes of the artaha is given 
by Angelo Segre, in Metrologia e circolazione (see A. C. 
Johnson, "Homan Egypt in the Reign of Diocletian," 
in Frank, op. cit., II, 466), but Segre himself believes 
the artaba of 3* modii the most common one ("In
flation and Its Implication in Early Byzantine Times," 
Byzantion, 1940-41, XV, 277-79). Dr. Segre kindly ad
vised the writer to use this size specifically for the 
times of both Cicero and Pliny, which are involved in 
the present analysis. The conversion factor 3* modii 
to the artaba is given in L. Mitteis and U. Wilcken, 
Grzllldziige und Chrestomathie der Papyruskunde 
(Leipzig, 1912), Vol. I, p. lxviii; and also by Rostov
tzev (Paulys Real-Encyclopiidie .... , Vol. VII, col. 
145), although with the reservation that this is in no 
case certain; Michael Schnebel (Die Landwirtschaft im 
Hellenistischen iigypten, Mlinchener Beitrage zur Pa
pyrusforschung und Antiken Rechtsgeschichte 7, Mu
nich, 1925, I, 127); and others. Johnson (Frank, op. 
cit., II, 466) first reproduces the long list of various 
artabas from Segre's M etrologia e circolazione and 
then adds that "Hieronymus (Comm. in Dan. XI. 5) 
gives the equation of an artaba to 3* Roman modii. 
Probably this was the standard used for the collection 
of tribute and in foreign trade." But Heichelheim, 
while not stating the conversion factor used by him, 
apparently applied one of about 4 1h modii to the ar
taba. One specific consideration seems to point toward 
a higher conversion factor than 3Ys modii. The stand
ard quantity of seed wheat used in Egypt was 1 artaba 
per aroure (Schnebel, op. cit., p. 126). The present 
seeding rate on soil which was not in crops through 
the summer in Egypt is 6 kelahs per fcddan, accord
ing to a very authoritative source (W. Cartwright, 
"Cereal Crops," in Text-book of Egyptian Agriculture, 
ed. by G. P. Foaden and F. Fletcher, Egypt Ministry 
of Education, Department of Agriculture and Techni
cal Education, 1910, II, 432). This quantity is equiva
lent to about 2.35 hectoliters per hectare, while 1 ar
tab a, equivalent to 3~fl modii per aroure, equivalent to 
1,975 square meters, equals only about 1.4 hectoliters. 
It is true that less seed in general seems to have been 
used in classical antiquity than now. One artaba, 
equivalent to 3* modii per aroure, works out to 
around 4'/z modii per yugerum and hence agrees with 
the recommendation of Columella (On Agriculture, 
Loeb Classical Library, Cambridge, l\Iass., and London, 
1941, Vol. I, Book 2, chap. 9, par. 1, p. 145) who ad
vised the use of '* modii per yugerum of rich soil and 
5 modii on poor soil. The Egyptian soil should cer
tainly be classed as rich. 

11 Frank, op. cit., II, 311-

12 The silver drachma in this period is commonly 
assumed to have been equivalent to l,i of a denarius. 

13 Circolazione monetaria e prezzi nel mondo antico 
.... (Rome, 1922), quoted by Oliva, op. cit., p. 166. 

140 Frank, op. cit., II, 440. 
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controlled, the currency obtained may have 
had to be delivered at fixed rates to the gov
ernment. 

Price in Rome. - Rostovtzev's statement 
that a price of somewhat more than 3 sesterces 
prevailed in Rome under normal conditions is 
not based on factual evidence. It is largely an 
inference from Cicero's evidence for Sicily as 
interpreted by Rostovtzev. Rostovtzev's price 
for Rome in any case implies the improbability 
that the difference between somewhat less than 
3 sesterces-the price he accepted for Egypt 
and Sicily--·and somewhat more than 3 ses
terces-the price he accepted for Rome-suf
ficed in classical antiquity to cover all trans
portation and other marketing costs from the 
producers in Sicily and Egypt to the con
sumers or at least to the wholesalers in Rome. 
That statement indeed contradicts what Ros
tovtzev himself has to say on the difficulties 
and high costs of transportation and market
ing in antiquity.lG 

Computations of the marketing costs in
volved in the transfer of goods from surplus 
to deficit countries seem to have been made 
only by Heichelheim. His conclusions are that 
transportation and some other costs were very 
high. For 211-110 B.C. he computed the cost 
of transporting wheat from Egypt to Rome at 
4% sesterces per modius, considering in this 
computation only three items, freight rate on 
the sea, unloading, and risk.lB The freight rate 
alone on the relatively short distance from 

15 Paulus Real-Encuclopiidie .... , Vol. VII, cols. 
139-43. 

160p. cit., p. 73. 
17 Ibid., p. 95. In "Sitos" (in Paulus Real-Encuclo

piidie .... , Supp. Vol. VI,col. 859), Heichelheim 
stated that the wheat prices in Greece were at least 
twice as high as in surplus countries, and most fre
quently three to six or more times as high. The period 
discussed in "Sitos" preceded the one analyzed in this 
study, but no very large changes in transportation costs 
and price spreads are likely to have occurred in the 
intervening time. 

18 Heichelheim, Wirtschaftliche Schwankungen .... , 
pp. 92-93. 

10 Ibid., pp. 73,93. 
20 C. C. Edgar, "Zenon Papyri," Vol. I, in Service des 

Antiquites de l'Egypte, Catalogue general des antiquites 
egIJptiennes du MllSee du Caire (Cairo, 1925), No. 59015, 
lines 45-46. Thanks are expressed to Dr .. J. A. Larsen, 
of the University of Chicago, for transmitting the text 
of the two lines, and, even more, for his detailed com
ments. 

21 Ibid., p. 95. 22 Ibid., p. 96. 

Alexandria to Delos was 2-2Y.J times higher 
than the price of wheat in middle Egypt, in the 
period from 270 B.C. to 250 B.C., according to 
that author,17 

Heichelheim's computations were not ac
ceptable even before the very valuable frag
ment of the Edict of Diocletian was recently 
found which gives freight rates on the sea. 
Both of Heichelheim's methods of computing 
freight rates for sea transportation are incor
rect. One is to apply the freight rates for short 
distances (40-150 kilometers) to long dis
tances by increasing the rates '8 in proportion 
to the distances. For example, starting from 
an incorrectly computed (exaggerated) freight 
rate of 2% drachmae per medimnos for a dis
tance of 150 kilometers, and increasing this 
rate in the proportion of 1,000: 150, he feels 
that he has computed the freight rate on wheat 
from Egypt to continental Greece, and is some
what surprised that the computed freight rate 
alone turns out to be 67 per cent above the 
highest probable price of wheat in Greece 
(Delos). The freight rates of the famous Edict 
of Diocletian show that, as now, the per mile 
rate in antiquity declined rapidly with in
crease in the distance. 

Not less objectionable is it to apply a sea
freight rate for a volume unit of vegetable oil 
to the same volume unit of grain.10 In an
tiquity oil was transported in earthen jars 
which may have weighed more than the oil it
self; the jars also occupied considerable space 
and needed very careful stowage. The freight 
rates per given volume of oil were certainly 
several times higher than the rates for the 
same volume of grain. Such a rate on oil for 
a distance estimated at 700 kilometers (Asia 
Minor-Egypt) 20 Heichelheim raises in the pro
portion 3,600: 700 (applying the erroneous 
principle that freight rates are proportionate 
to the distance) and feels he has obtained the 
freight rate on wheat from Egypt to Italy, the 
distance between those two places being in his 
opinion 3,600 kilometers. It matters little in 
such a computation that the distance between 
Alexandria, Egypt, and Ostia near Rome-the 
places Heichelheim has in mind-is actually 
only about 2,000 kilometers. 

Heichelheim estimates the cost of unloading 
in Delos and Alexandria,21 or even only Deios,22 
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at two-thirds of the cost of the wheat in middle 
Egypt, although nowadays the cost of unload
ing is very small relative to the cost of wheat 
and may have been even less at a time when 
ships were very small and unskilled labor was 
obtainable for a few pounds of bread per day. 
On the other hand Heichelheim neglects to 
consider the costs of storing and distributing, 
which certainly were high then. Navigation 
was very slow and stopped entirely for many 
months in the winter. Indeed, only one trip 
was apparently made per year (in the sum
mer) from Egypt to Italy. Communication be
tween export and import regions was also very 
inadequate. Per acre yields of grain, however, 
varied greatly from year to year. Under such 
conditions the deficit areas undoubtedly swung 
from deficiency to overabundance, and this in
volved great trade risks and consequently high 
trade margins. 23 All this is most elementary, 
and yet Heichelheim's computations are often 
trusted.24 

Although the freight rates for the trans
portation of grain by sea were much lower in 
antiquity than Heichelheim believes them to 
have been, two recently discovered fragments 
of the Edict of Diocletian containing freight 
rates (unfortunately not fully preserved)25 
leave no doubt that the rates were high in 
antiquity as compared with the present time. 
No rate from Sicily to Rome or one of its 
harbors was given. Some typical maximum 
rates from the Edict are listed in the tabula
tion below. They are in denarii per castrensis 

23 Heichelheim (loc. cit.) provides for risk, but he 
has in mind the risks of navigation, mainly those from 
piracy, rather than the risks involved in dispropor
tions between supplies and requirements. Hence, his 
provision for risk is in direct proportion to the dis
tance by sea from the place of shipment to the place 
of destination. 

24 Frank (op. cit., I, 191) quotes Heichelheim as say
ing that the freight rate from Athens to Delos, about 
100 miles, was about 11iz sesterces per modius. On 
page 402, however, Franl{ computes the difference in 
the price of wheat in Sicily and Rome only at I,4,-1iz 
sesterce pel' modins. 

20 GiuIio Jacopi, "Gli scavi della Missione Archco
logica Italiana ad Afrodisiade nel 1937, XV-XVI," lI:fo
numenti Anticlli, 1939, XXXVIII. Thanks are due to 
Miss Elsa Graser for a copy of the portion pertaining to 
freight rates. 

20 Successive issues of WHEAT STUDIES, especially 
V. D. Wickizer, "Shipping and Freight Rates in the 
Overseas Grain Trade," ibid., October 1938, XV, 119. 

modi us; but, since the maximum price of 
wheat was established by the Edict at 100 
denarii per castrensis modius, the figures also 
express the freight rates as percentages of the 
wheat price: 

Source Destination 
Dcnarll per 
castrensJa 

modlus 

Alexandria ................ Rome..................... 16 
Alexandria ................ Africa or Sicily........... 10 
Alexandria ................ ThcssaJonlkc ............. 12 
Alexandria ................ Aqulclu.................... 24 
Alexandria ................ Dalmatia ................. 18 
Nlcodemla (northwestern 

Asia Minor) ............. Rome..................... 18 
Roman Africa............. Arhaln ................... 12 
Roman Africa............. Sicily ..................... 6 

The stated rates to Rome may actually have 
been to Ostia, the adjacent Portus, or any 
other sea harbor of Rome. 

All the rates of the Edict were at least three 
times as high as present ones. The distance 
from Alexandria, Egypt, to Ostia near Rome 
is only slightly more than a third of the dis
tance from the Russian harbor of Novorossisk 
on the Black Sea to London. Yet the freight 
rates from Novorossisk to London were only 
around 6 and 5 per cent of the wheat price in 
London in 1909-13 and 1935-39 respectively. 
The distance from Australia to London is al
most ten times longer than that from Alexan
dria to Ostia, but the average freight rate in 
1925-29 was less in terms of wheat (15 per 
cent of the price of Australian wheat in Lon
don) 26 than was the freight rate from Alex
andria to Ostia according to the Edict of 
DiocIetian. 

The preamble to the Edict insisted that the 
maximum prices were valid "anywhere," "in 
the whole of our empire," and that they should 
not be exceeded even "in those places where 
supplies are seen to abound," and the like. Still, 
in fixing the actual price level, prices of wheat 
may have been chosen that were too low for 
Rome, which probably had the highest wheat 
prices in the whole empire, or for similar 
places with very high wheat prices. If such 
was the case, it is obvious that the freight rate 
from Alexandria to Rome or Ostia must have 
been less than 16 per cenl of the price of wheat 
in Rome. Even so, the freight rates at the time 
of Diocletian (the end of the third century A.D.) 

may well have been about three times higher 
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in terms of the price of wheat than are present 
freight rates.27 

At the time of Pliny, in which we are spe
cifically interested at the moment, freight 
rates may have been even highcr relatively 
than at the time of Diocletian, owing to the 
improvement in navigational practices over 
the intervening time. This is especially prob
able of the rates to Ostia and even more of 
the rates to Rome directly, owing to improve
ments of the harbor facilities of Ostia by the 
Emperor Trajan in the years A.D. 101-104. 

Before the construction of the harbor of 
Ostia by Claudius in A.D. 43-46, Puteoli, about 
130 miles from Rome, was the principal har-

27 There is a small degree of uncertainty in our 
comparison of the present freight rates with those of 
the Edict. The rates for the present time are specifi
cally for grain. Those of the Edict are only very likely 
to have been specifically for grain. 

28 Op. cit., p. 233. 
29 Seneca, Ad Lucilillm Epistulae Morales, with. 

translation by H. M. Gummere (Loeb Classical Library, 
London and New York, 1917-25), Vol. II, Letter LXXVII, 
sees. 1-2, p. 168. See also Charles Dubois, Pouzzoles 
antique (Hisioire et topographie) (Bibliotheque des 
Bcoles Fran~aises d'Athenes et de Rome, fasc. 98, Paris, 
1907), pp. 70-71. 

30 Oliva, op. cit., p. 233. 
31 According to the Edict of Diocletian, the maxi

mum charge for a wagon with a maximum loading 
capacity of 1,200 Roman pounds was 20 denarii per 
Roman mile. Since the maximum price of wheat es
tablished by the Edict was 100 denarii per castrensis 
modi us, equivalent to about 42 Roman pounds of 
wheat, transportation of this grain over 133% miles 
would have consumed its price in full. Thus, the 
price of wheat in Puteoli, if the wheat were taken to 
Rome by wagon at the above rate, would have been 
nil. The prices of the Edict were probably intended 
only for the eastern part of the Empire. Furthermore, 
the freight rates of the Edict may have been intended 
for more expensive or more bulky goods than grain, 
as well as for goods shipped in small quantities. They 
nevertheless give an idea of the cost of land transpor
tation at that time. 

32 This is specifically true of transshipment via 
Ostia. Part of the grain was probably also reshipped 
from Puteoli to Tarracina, and taken to Rome by the 
small boats which navigated the canal running along
side the Via Appia. The fact that the boats were small 
is indicated by Strabo's statement that they were 
hauled by one donkey. See Strabo, The Geofjraplly, 
Book V, sec. 3, subsec. 6. 

33 Larger than 150-200 tons, according to Oliva, op. 
cit., p. 233. 

34 Frank, op. cit., V, 132, 241. 
35 "Severus," in Script ores Hisioriae Augustae (Loeb 

Classical Library, London and New York, 1922), Vol. I, 
chap. 8, sec. 5, pp. 388-89, and chap. 23, sec. 2, pp. 
426-27. 

bor for shipment of goods to and from Rome. 
Oliva28 says that Puteoli played a role of the 
first order in the procurement of the annona 
(grain distributed free to the poor). SpeciIi
cally, Puieoli was the place where the Alex
andrian fleet from Egypt arrived.20 It is un
fortunately not known how the grain, which 
was the principal cargo of the Egyptian 
fleet, ultimately reached Rome. The fact that 
Puteoli had government and private warc
houses3o does not prove that even part of the 
grain was hauled the whole distance to Rome. 
This would have increased the price of wheat 
by 50 per cent or more.31 But all other means 
of reaching Rome are also likely to have been 
rather expensive.32 Puteoli continued to be 
used also after the winter harbor in Ostia was 
constructed by Claudius, especially for larger 
ships.33 Indeed, Seneca's Epistulae Morales, 
in which the arrival of the Egyptian fleet in 
Puteoli was described in such lively terms, 
were not written before A.D. 63-64, i.e., about 
20 years after the construction of the winter 
harbor in Ostia. Puteoli did not lose its im
portance until after Trajan had made an ade
quate harbor in Ostia in A.D. 101-104, and 
also built a harbor in Civitavecchia.34 

Especially before the annexation of Egypt, 
the Roman price of wheat necessarily included 
enormous storage costs. Roman Africa, a very 
important source of grain supplies for the city 
of Rome, is an area with large year-to-year 
variations in precipitation and yield. The sit
uation was aggravated by the fact that the ups 
and downs in African yields largely coincided 
with those in Sicily, another important source 
of Rome's grain supplies. Immense amounts 
of grain had to be, and apparently had been, 
kept in storage to protect Rome against the 
frequently recurring crop failures in the prin
cipal supplying countries. Septimus Severus 
was praised by Aelius Spartianus3G for accu
mulating grain stocks to the amount of seven 
years' tribute. 

In addition to high transportation and other 
marketing costs, the following factor must 
have tended to raise materially the average 
free-market price of whcat in Rome. In the 
form of rents for state land and of laxes the 
Roman government took a substantial portion 
of the harvest of the dependent countries, 
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whether or not the remainder sufficed for the 
needs of the farmers themselves. Out of this 
remainder, moreover, the needs of the nonfarm 
population of the producing areas had to be 
covered before merchants could obtain grain 
to supply the free market of Rome. Owing es
pecially to the great year-to-year variations of 
yield in important surplus areas, exorbitant 
risks must have been involved in the free
grain trade under such conditions, and great 
risks always imply large margins between 
producers' and consumers' prices. 

The collected grain was used by the Roman 
government for feeding the army but pri
marily for distribution to the poorer popula
tion as annona. Part of the wealthier popu
lation obtained their food from their own 
farms. The rest of the population had to be 
provided for out of the residual grain through 
free-trade channels. It is elementary in the 
light of modern knowledge on demand elas
ticity that free-market prices tend to be very 
high whenever well-to-do people compete for 
a limited supply of goods of prime necessity. 
The enlargement of the year-to-year varia
tions in marketable supplies caused by the 
compulsory deliveries, and the distribution 
of these through other channels, were aggra
vating factors. 

Such interference in the free market as 
sales at rather frequent intervals by the Ro
man government at low prices may have been 
a further contributing factor in increasing the 
risk of grain merchants. Such actions could 
not have reduced the average free-market 
price unless the government had such a huge 
"ever-normal granary" that it could cover all 
requirements in poor crop years, although in 
these very years the quantity of grain obtained 
by the government in the way of taxes and 
rents must have declined in proportion to the 
crop. All other measures to reduce the free
market price of wheat in Rome also seem to 
have been inadequate for attaining more 
than moderate results towards lowering grain 
prices on the free market. 

Offhand we would expect that, so far as 
concerns wheat purchased by private traders 
in Sicily, brought by them to Rome, and sold 
to the consumer with all the risks involved in 
such a trade at that time, the margin between 

the average price paid to the producers in 
Sicily and the price paid to the traders by the 
actual consumer in Rome may well have con
siderably exceeded half the farm price in 
Sicily even after the construction of the win leI' 
harbor in Ostia. At the time of Cicero, i.e., 
before this event, that margin and the price 
obtained by the farmer may have been ap
proximately equal. The margin naturally was 
larger for wheat from Egypt. 

It is impossible to analyze here 'the direct 
evidence pertaining to the wheat price in 
Rome. Although this evidence is by no means 
revealing, to analyze it would require a great 
amount of space. It suffices to remark that 
most of the grain prices available for Rome 
were similar to those given by Cicero for 
Sicily in that they were government prices. 
The few prices which might have been free
market prices pertained to times of either 
abundance or scarcity. For example, in 211-
210 B.C., wheat cost 15 drachmae per Sicilian 
medimnos, or 10 sesterces per modi us, in 
Italy.36 The price certainly was abnormally 
high, but on the other hand, the normal grain 
requirements of Rome were much smaller in 
211-210 B.C. than later; she did not then need 
to import wheat regularly from very distant 
markets, so that there was less justification 
for high prices than a century or two later. 

Price in Greece.-Unfortunately we do not 
have grain prices in Greece, the only other 
grain-importing market of antiquity, for the 
period here analyzed. The compilation of Hei
chelheim37 shows that in the fourth century 
B.C. the typical price of wheat in Athens 
was ahout 5-6 drachmae per medimnos. The 
Athenian drachma is commonly accepted as 
equivalent to the Roman denarius. The Attic 
medimnos is believed to have been equivalent 
to about 4VJ.o modii.38 Hence the wheat price 
in Athens in the fourth century B.C. was equiv
alent to Hjo-5YIo sesterces per modi us. But 
occasionally prices as high as 32 drachmae per 

36 PoIybius, The Histories (Loeb Classical Library, 
London and New York, 1925), Vol. IV, Book 9, sec. 11a, 
pp. 29, 31. 

37 Palllys Real-Encuclopddie .... , Supp. Vol. VI, 
coIs. 887-90. 

38 Viedebantt, "Mf()['~WO<;," in ibid., Vol. XV, Pt. 1, 
cols. 86-91, esp. col. 87. 
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medimnos (about 26 sesterces per modius) 
were reported for Hellas.30 

The typical wheat price in Delos in the third 
and second centuries B.C. varied from 6 to 10 
drachmae per medimnos with the average 
probably above 8 drachmae. The size of the 
Delphian medimnos is uncertain; Viedebantt 
believes 46.11 liters a probable figure. If this 
is correct, the Delphian medimnos was equiv
alent to about 5110 modii. Delos had the same 
drachma as Athens. Hence the typical wheat 
price in Delos varied between 4% and 7Y10 ses
terces per modius. The weighted average may 
have been somewhat above 6Y10 sesterces, the 
simple average of the two figures. 4o 

Thus the average wheat price in Greece in 
the third and second centuries B.C. was around 
6 sesterces per modius, but 8 sesterces may 
have repeatedly prevailed for several years. 
Thus the Greek price was higher than that 
commonly assumed for Rome in the first cen
tury B.C. and the first century A.D., although 
Athens and especially Delos are much nearer 
to Egypt, the granary of classical antiquity, 
than is Rome. 

The foregoing discussion may suffice for 
the conclusion that a free-market price of 
wheat as low as 3-4 sesterces per modius is 
very unlikely to have existed in Rome in the 
last century B.C. and the first century A.D. At 
the time of Cicero (i.e., shortly before the be
ginning of our era) it may well have been 7 or 
more sesterces per modius of triticum, the type 

30 Aristotle, The Oeconomica (Loeb Classical Li
brary, London and Cambridge, Mass., 1935), Boo!, 2, 
chap. 2, sec. 33, p. 391. Tbe measure was not stated by 
Aristotle, but the only possible alternative is the Egyp
tian artaba, in which case the price would have been 
even higher in Roman measure and money than the 
one stated in the text. 

40 On the price of wheat in Greece, see also the dis
cussion hy .r. A. O. Larsen, "Roman Greece," in Frank, 
op. cit., IV, 383-86. 

1 To avoid misunderstanding, let us state here that 
the term "flour" is used in two different senses. Flour 
in the wide sense is every ground product used for 
food; in this sense it includes whole-grain meal. 
Flour in the narrow sense means a ground product 
with all or part of the bran removed; in this sense it 
is the reverse of bran. 

2 Some sources mention also a two-month wheat, 
hut this may have been the same or practically the 
same wheat as trimestre. 

3 Water mills did not become important until the 
end of the classical era. 

of wheat produced in Roman Africa and Egypt 
(see next section). The same price may also 
have prevailed in Rome when Pliny wrote his 
Natural History (about A.D. 77) for a suffi
ciently long time to permit him to consider the 
price normal. 

THE WI-IEAT FLOURS OF THE ROMANS 1 

The wheats of the Romans.-The Romans 
distinguished two principal types of wheat (of 
triticum in the wide sense): triticum in the 
narrow sense, and siligo. Triticum in the nar
row sense, in this study referred to simply as 
triticum, mostly fall-sown, belonged to the two 
closely related botanical subspecies, durum 
and poulard. It was the predominant type of 
wheat thl;oughout the Mediterranean region 
in classical antiquity. Most triticum grown in 
the area around Rome probably was poulard; 
while the corresponding Greek wheat (O"EfU-
oaXJrYjC;) was durum. The wheats of Egypt, 
North Africa, Syria, and other Mediterranean 
countries, referred to as triticum by the Ro
mans, also probably were durum. 

Siligo was grown as either a winter or a 
spring crop. It probably belonged to the two 
closely related botanical subspecies, common 
and/or club wheat. When grown as a spring 
grain, siligo was called three-month wheat 
(trimestre).2 Most of the siligo wheat was 
grown in central Italy and the Po Valley, 
where it was rather important. Some siligo 
was grown in Sicily, Greece, and adjacent por
tions of Asia Minor. The other Mediterranean 
countries apparently grew only triticum. 

Common and club wheats are much softer 
and yield a whiter flour than durum or espe
cially poulard. The latter wheats indeed are 
better adapted to the production of pastes 
than of bread. Siligo was therefore greatly 
preferred to triticum in antiquity. The fact 
that this wheat cost less to grind than triti
cum may also have played a certain, though 
minor, role in the preference for siligo. The 
grinding of hard grain requires additional 
power; and human and animal power, the 
two types used for grinding in antiquity, both 
are expensive.s But no classical source men
tioned the diITerence between the types of 
wheat in the amount of power needed for their 
grinding. Trimestre was preferred to fall-
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sown siligo because it yielded a particularly 
white flour. 

Milling techniques.--From wheat, a modern 
mill produces flour weighing 70-75 per cent 
of the weight of the wheat; practically all of 
the flour is white. The remainder is feed. 
Hardly any really white flour was produced in 
antiquity. Praises of the whiteness of certain 
flours and breads in classical sources ("Bread 
as white as snow," in JuvenaI)4 perhaps need 
not be taken literally; such flour, in any case, 
was rare then. The flour of classical time was 
much inferior not only in color but also in 
other respects, some of which may have been 
more important than the color. For exam pIc, 
the flour of that time contained all or most of 
the impurities always present in wheat. Some 
of these impurities are poisonous; others are 
harmful for the teeth. It was noticed long 
ago that surprisingly well-preserved Egyptian 
mummies have their teeth rubbed off, appar
ently by the sand contained in bread. 

The reasons for the poor quality of the 
flour in antiquity were two: the state of 
knowledge and the ability to afford. People 
eat, dress, and house according to their means. 
Such adaptations can be observed also with 
reference to milling. The Romans, of course, 
could not produce as refined a flour as that of 

. modern times. Although in Pliny's day mill-
ing was several thousand years old, it was 
very primitive, and except for the mill proper 
-the grinding machine-Italy was not then 
the place of the most advanced milling tech
niques. But not even as much of the most 
refined product was produced as was then 
technically possible; the cost of processing 
would have been too high. 

A modern mill contains a multitude of 
rather complicated machines, which operate 

4 D. lwnii luvenalis Saiurae XIII . ... , ed ..... by 
C. H. Pearson (Oxford, 1892), Satire V, lines 70-7l. 

5 A lengthy discussion would be needed to prove this. 

o An animal mill was necessarily a rotating mill. 
7 The best collection of pictures of rotating mills of 

the noman and post-nQman periods is in E. C. Curwen, 
"Querns," Antiquity, .June 1937, XI, 133-5l. 

8 Before the rotating principle had been applied to 
stone mills, the grain was rubbed between bruising 
stones (the lower of these is commonly called the 
saddle stone) by moving one of them to and fro by 
hand (Figure 2) or by pounding the grain in a mortar 
(Figure 1), also by hand. 

as a unit, in which the function of the men 
is limited to supervision. A well-equipped 
Roman animal mill, however, contained, in 
addition to the stone mill proper, only a very 
primitive hand sieve, vessels for measuring 
the grain and grain products, a ruler to be used 
with these vessels, a basket, and similar simple 
appliances. To see the difference, it suffices to 
compare the Roman mill shown on the relief 
reproduced in Figure 5 (a poorly equipped mill 
would hardly be shown in a relief) with a par
tial view of a modern mill shown in Figure 7 
(p. 153). Everything except the grinding 
proper (pouring the wheat into the mill, col
lecting the meal, as well as cleaning and sift
ing, if these operations were performed at all) 
was done by hand in a Roman animal mill. 

There is little doubt that the rotating mill 
is a Roman invention.5 In Pliny's day the ro
tating animal millo (see Figures 5 and 6) was 
only about 200 years old, and the rotating hand 
mill (quern) (see Figures 3 and 4)7 was per
haps only a hundred years older.s The animal 
mill especially was very primitive then, requir
ing more power and doing a much poorer job 
than a stone mill did several hundred years 
later. Even the most "modern" stone mill was 
ultimately replaced by roller steel mills. 

In a modern mill wheat is thoroughly 
cleaned by a variety of processes before it is 
ground. Not only is practically all foreign 
matter removed in this process, but even part 
of the outer skin, together with the dirt which 
adheres closely to the kernels. In many coun
tries the grain is washed and cleansed in addi
tion to dry cleaning. The dry-cleaned grain 
is then conditioned. Conditioning or temper
ing is meant to bring the grain into such con
dition that, in grinding, the skin of the kernels 
strongly resists pUlverization, while the inte
rior of the kernels pulverizes readily. The pul
verized interior can then be easily separated 
by sifting from the coarsely crushed skin. The 
most simple and also the most common 
method of conditioning is to moisten the wheat 
with water some time before grinding. In the 
grinding process proper, the grain is ground 
(broken) several times with the stock being 
divided after each grinding into several sizes 
by sifting; all of the better stocks are then 
purified and repurified in special machines 
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before being finally ground into very fine flour. 
Two hundred intermediate products or more 
are involved in this process, although the final 
product may consist only of one grade of flour 
and one grade of millfeed. 

Surprisingly little is known about the clean
ing of grain in the mill in antiquity. The 
Egyptian reliefs indicate that sieves may have 
been used for cleaning the grain before the 
grinding in the mill proper long before the 
classical era. But interpretation of the Egyp
tian reliefs involves great uncertainty, and the 
life they described was mostly that of the Pha
raoh's court and high dignitaries. The meager 
additional evidence on cleaning the grain in 
the mill, or in any case of the cleaning other 
than on the threshing floor, pertains to a time 
after Pliny and to areas other than Italy. The 
Mishnah9 prescribed that pebbles be hand
picked from grain used in sacrifices. Galen,lO 
a famous physician of the second century A.D., 

described in detail the washing of grain in 
baskets before grinding; but he stated posi
tively that the washing was practiced only in 
many cities of Asia, where as well as in Egypt 
milling techniques were more refined than in 
Greece and Rome. 

The cleaning of the grain is unlikely to have 
been a regular part of the treatment of the 
grain in the Roman mill at Pliny's time; the 
winnowing on the threshing floor was prob
ably believed sufficient except on rare occa
sions. Neither Pliny nor any other Roman or 
Greek writer of his day or he fore him men-

9 See j. Schabb. lOb, quoted from Gustaf Dalman, 
Arbeit und SiUe in Paliistina (Schriften des Deutschen 
PaHistina-Instituts 6, Giitersloh, 1933), III, 147 and 
others. The Mishnah was a collection of Jewish laws 
pertaining mostly to the second century A.D. 

10 Claudii Galeni Opera Omnia, cd. by D. C. G. Kiihn 
(Medicorum Graecorum Opera quae Exstant, Leipzig, 
1829), Vol. XVIII, Pt. 1, chap. 41, pp. 470-71. 

11 Der Babylonische Talmud . ... , trans. by Lazarus 
Goldschmidt (Berlin, 1930-36), VIII, 260, Baba Bathra, 
sec. 6, par. i (foJ. 93b). 

12 Loc. cit. 

13 On Agriculture (Loeb Classical Library, Cam
bridge, Mass., and London, 1934), chap. 86, sec. 3, p. 82. 

14 Moritz Voigt ("Die Verschiedenen Sorten von Tri
ticum, Weizen-Mehl und Brod bei den Homern," 
Rheinisches Museum fur Philologie, 1876, n.f., XXXI, 
118) even believed that those names were different 
names for the same sieve, but there is not sufficient 
justification for this assumption. 

tioned the cleaning of grain in the mill. Nor 
is it indicated by the reliefs transmitted to 
us, as for example, by the reliefs on the monu
ment to the miller-baker Eurysaces in Rome 
which present the whole process in great de
tail from taking in the grain to selling the 
bread. So far as grain was cleaned in the 
Roman mill at Pliny's time, this is unlikely to 
have consisted of anything else but sifting 
through a very coarse sieve. 

Tempering of wheat may have been com
mon practice in Babylonia, Palestine, and 
Egypt at Pliny's time. According to the Baby
lonian Talmud,ll a miller even was liable to 
pay compensation if he took wheat to grind 
but did not moisten it, with the result that the 
flour contained much bran. Galen,12 in de
scribing the washing of wheat, displayed full 
understanding of the effect of conditioning on 
the grinding process. But the discussion of 
the different flours by Pliny seems to indicate 
that moistening wheat before grinding, though 
known, was not yet common in Rome. 

The wheat, mostly with all the dirt it con
tained when it reached the mill and unmoist
ened, was ground very coarsely and probably 
only once in Rome. It is difficult for a mod
ern scholar, who is naturally inclined to take 
the present fine flour for granted, to realize 
to what extent grain was coarsely ground in 
antiquity, and this easily ~eads to other wrong 
conclusions. Everything we know of the sieves 
used for the sifting of ground products indi
cates that the sieves were very coarse. The 
farinarium, a sieve used for separating bran 
from flour, was undoubtedly a very coarse 
sieve because it was used also in the produc
tion of alica (a kind of farina or semolina), 
and this consisted of very large bits even for 
farina. Catol3 spoke of the use of the {ari
nadum for forcing through cottage cheese, an 
operation for which a very coarse sieve is 
needed. We do not have equally reliable evi
dence on the size of the pollinarium, the linen 
sieve used for separation of the first flour 
grades (pollen, flos) from the second flour 
grades. Although much finer than the fari
narium, the pollinarium probably was not a 
fine sieve according to our standards. Angus
tissimum, a sieve similar to pollinarium,14 
was used for sifting off chalk from alica and 
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therefore could not be a really fine sieve,'G ac
cording to modern standards. 

The great probability that the wheat was 
ground only once is another strong indication 
that the grinding was very coarse in classical 
Home. Much less power is needed to produce 
fine flour by repeated than by a single grind
ing. The flour produced by repeated grinding 
is alSo of considerably better quality (fine 
flour produced in one grinding is uneven and 
overheated) . 

A statement in the Problems, ascribed to 
Aristotle but written much later,10 is the only 
evidence that grain may have passed more 
than once through the stone mill in antiquity. 
Hepeated grinding is too important not to 
have been mentioned by many, if it were 
practiced. It would certainly have been men
tioned in the Mishnah in which repeated sift
ing was spoken of more than once. Dalman17 

probably is right when he insists that the 
grain was ground only once even in the prepa
ration of solei-probably the most refined 
product of grinding in antiquity. There seems 

16 Evidence on sieves mainly in Pliny, op. cit., chap. 
11, sec. 108, p. 172, and sec. 115, p. 174. 

10 Problems (Loeb Classical Library, Cambridge, 
Mass., and London, 1936), Vol. I, Book 21, secs. 3 and 
7, pp. 443, 445, 447. Some students date the completion 
of the Problems in the fifth or the sixth century, A.D. 

170p. cit., p. 293. 

18 SOlet was sifted 11-13 times, according to some 
Talmud authorities; it was sifted an adequate num
ber of times, according to another Talmud authority, 
The Mishnah, trans ..... with introduction and brief 
explanatory notes by Herbert Danby .... (London, 
1933), Menahoth, sec. 6, par. 7. 

19 The Deipnosophists (7 vols., Loeb Classical li
brary, London and New York, 1927-33). 

20 The fact that in Moretum (see The Copa and 
Moretum .... , cd ..... by E. H. Blakeney, "'in
chester, 1!133, line 40), a very small farmer with only 
one female servant used a sieve for sifting his barley 
meal would be a proof that sifting was in common 
lise in at least a part of Italy for some time before 
Pliny, if Moretllm really were by Vergil. However, 
Moretllm is commonly listed among Vergil's dubious 
and spurious works. It is noteworthy, moreover, that 
the farmer in Maretllm sifted off the bran from barley 
meal, which contains much more fiber than wheat 
meal. He might not have done this, if his grain were 
wheat. He probably would have been happy to make 
his breal'l from wheat meal rather than from barley 
meal with the bran sifted off from the latter. 

21 Sec, for example, Voigt, op. cit., p. 114. 

22 As for example in Pliny, op. cit., chap. 9, sec. 87, 
p. 166, or chap. 11, sec. 104, p. 170. 

to be even less reason to assume that repeated 
grinding was practiced in Rome in Pliny's 
time. 

When the product of grinding was sifted at 
all in Rome, all of it was probably sifted once 
in one operation (one-grade flour) or twice 
in three operations (three-grade grinding) as 
against the almost endless number of times 
that various products of grinding are sifted 
and resifted in modern mills before the final 
products are reached. When, as in the case 
of solei, repeated sifting was involved,18 this 
fact was strongly emphasized. Moreover, the 
methods of producing solet were much more 
elaborate than those commonly followed in 
flour production in Rome. Solet was used for 
sacrifices, and Babylonia and the Near East 
generally were farther advanced in sifting 
techniques than either Rome or Greece. 

Meal.-Even if one disregards such writers 
as the famous gourmet Athenaeus,'9 who have 
been mainly interested in the upper thousand, 
classical sources seem to indicate a much 
smaller role of wheat meal than it probably 
had. This is also true of Pliny, our best source 
of information on the flours in classical Rome. 
Meal was the old type of flour; it was mainly 
consumed by the masses and entered the trade 
channels only to a relatively small extent, hav
ing been largely ground by the producers 
themselves for their own use. Pliny, however, 
was mainly interested in what was new, not 
known to everybody; he also paid special at
tention to goods entering trade channels. 
Whole-wheat meal may well have been the 
dominant type of ground product from wheat 
in Italy outside of Rome and may have been 
rather important even in that great city. The 
fact that Pliny, in enumerating the prices of 
ground products, mentioned first the price 
of wheat meal is one of many proofs for our 
contention.20 

Pliny's farina, the price of which was given 
by him first, was certainly a whole-grain meal. 
Some students even believe that the term fa
rina always meant whole-grain mea1.21 In 
any case it always meant whole-grain meal if 
the term was used to indicate not flour in gen
eral, a ground product used for food,22 but a 
definite grade of flour. There is furthermore 
no doubt that in Pliny's statement farina was 
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Fro. 1.- Wooden mortar of ancient Egypt. Re
produced from Richard Bennett and John Elton, 
History of Corn Milling (London, 1898), I, 89. 

Fro. 3.- Cross section of a Roman 
hand mill. Reproduced from L. Lindet, 
"Les Origines du moulin a grains," Revue 
Archiw/ogique (Paris), January- Febru
ary 1900, 3d ser., Vol. XXXVI, p. 23. 

FIG. 2.- A saddle stone of ancient Egypt. Re
produced from Richard Bennett and John Ellon, 
History of Corn Milling (London, 1898), I, 42. 

FIG. 4.- A quern in modern India. Repro
duced from Richard Bennett and John Elton, His
tory of Corn Milling (London, 1898), I, 165. 

FIG. 5.- Mill utensils and Roman animal mill. 
Reproduced from Theodor Schreiber, Kulturhis
torischer Bilderatlas. I. Altertum (Leipzig, 2d ed., 
1888), Plate LXVII, fig. 10. 

Fro. 6.- Dumping and measuring flour, and a 
Roman animal mill. Reproduced from Hugo B1tim
ner, Techn%gie und Terminoiogie der Gewerbe 
und Kiinste bei Griechell und R6mern (Leipzig, 
2d ed., 1912), I, 43. 
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FIG. 7.- Cross section of a modern flour mill. Reproduced, 
by permission, from B. W. Dedrick, Practical Milling (Chi
cago, 1924), p. 429. 

FIG. 9.- Two mills of ancient 
type in modern Palestine. Repro
duced from Gustaf Dalman, Arbeite 
und Sitte in Palastina (Schriflen 
d s Deutschen Palastina-Instituts 
6, GiHersloh, 1933), Vol. III, figs. 
54 and 55. 

FlO. 8.- A bullock mill in modern 
India. Reproduced from India, Agri
cullural Marketing Adviser, Report on 
the Marketing of Wheat in India (Agri
cultura l Marketing in India, Marketing 
Series I, 1937), facing p. 61). 
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specifically whole-wheat meal. The fact that 
the price of farina was lower than the prices 
of the two other wheat flours mentioned by 
Pliny is also an indication of this. 

Three-grade grindings.-It is the commonly 
accepted opinion of scholars that, so far as 
wheat was ground to products olher than meal 
in classical Rome and Greece, it was ground 
into three grades of flour and one grade of 
bran."3 The Latin names of the various prod
ucts obtained from the principal types of Ro
man wheats in this type of grinding were as 
follows :21 

Type of wheat ............ triticum siligo 
First flour grade .......... pollen flos 
Second flour grade ........ simila{jo siligo 
Third flour grade ......... secundarium 

or cibariulll 
Bran .................... furfur 

Pliny not only mentioned the names of the 
various products obtained in the three-grade 
grindings, but gave also the extraction rates 
of these products for several wheats. The ex
traction rates are naturally in terms of a 

EXTRACTIONS IN THE THHEE-GHADE GIUNDINGS 

OF UNMOISTENED WHEAT IN ROME* 

.I!'rom triticum 1!'rom PIa an siZiyo 

Per 
I 

Per· 
cent· cent· 

Sex· age I Sex· age 
tarll In I tarll In 

Ground per term8 Ground , per terms 
product modI us of product I mO~ius of 

of weight weight 
wheat of the I wheat of the 

wheat ! wheat 
-- --

fl08 ............. i pollen . .......... 5 27 8 4<l 
similayo ........ 8 44 .ili(}o ........... 1 5 27 
secundarium cibarium or I 

or cibarium ... 4 15 secundarium . ! 4 15 
Bran ............ 4 11 Bran ........... 1 4 11 
Waste .......... .. a 3 Waste .......... , .. a 3 

Total ......... 21 100 Total· .. ·· .. ··1 21 100 

* The figures in sextarii (a measured unit) are by Pliny 
(op. cit., chap. 10, sec. 89, p. 166, and chap. 9, sees. 86-87, 
p. 166); the percentages in terms of weight are computed by 
the present writer. 

• Not stated by Pliny. 

measured unit. Their conversion to a weight 
unit is made here for the first time with due 
consideration for the differences in the weight 
per modius of the different ground products 
(see table above). The weight per modi us 
was highest for the best flour and lowest for 

coarse bran, but even the best flour weighed 
less per modius than wheat. To attain the 
same per modius weight for the best flour as 
for wheat, the flour would have to be pressed 
tightly into the modius, but actually it was 
merely dumped from a very low height. (This 
is clearly seen in Figure 6.) That none of the 
ground products was packed as tightly as 
wheat is even more obvious from the fact 
that a modius, equal to 16 sextarii of wheat, 
yielded 20-22 sextarii of ground products in 
the three-grade grindings of unmoistened 
wheat according to Pliny. 

The conversion of Pliny's extraction figures 
to a weight unit throws some light on the so
cial conditions which prevailed in classical 
Rome. The extraction of' bran, which was 
mostly used for feed, was limited to 11 per 
cent in classical Rome as against 25-27 per 
cent now (in the United States). Cibarium 
or secundarium was considered good enough 
for the slaves and the poor in general. Thus 
it was flour in Rome, because any ground 
product used for food is flour in the wide 
sense. Yet cibarium was fine bran or bran 
middlings in the grindings demonsLrated in 
the table, and largely bran middlings in 
some other types of grinding not described 
here. Bread in antiquity was actually made 
even from straight bran, as is obvious from 
the statements in Oribasius, the Talmud, and 
others. Thus they used to give to slaves and 
the poor in general products now considered 
good only for animals. 

The correct computation of the extractions 
in terms of weight also puts into correct light 
the social position of the consumers of the 
second grade, frequently referred to as the 
intermediate grade. These consumers are 
commonly assumed to have had a relatively 
high social position because of the very fact 

23 Voigt, op. cit., pp. 115-18; Hugo BHimner, TecIl
Ilo[ogie Ulld Termillo[ogie der Gewerbe lind Kiinste bei 
GriecIzen und Romern (2d ed., Leipzig, 1912), I, 53-54; 
A. Mau, "Backerei," in Paull/s Real-Encllclopiidie 
.... , Vol. II, col. 2736. 

"4 The names of products arc those for grinding of 
unmoistcned wheat. In addition to the three-grade 
grindings of unmoistened wheat, Pliny SpO)IC of simi
lar grindings of moistened wheat, hut we need not 
discuss these hecause it is prohable that the moisten
ing of wheat was not yet common in Rome in Pliny's 
time. 
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that the second grades of the flour were as
sumed to have becn of fairly good quality. 
But from our analysis the second grade of the 
three-grade grinding emerges as a materially 
lower grade than is commonly assumed. In
deed, from the modern point of view the sec
ond grade of the Roman three-grade grindings 
was the lowest grade of flour. 

Since it is the common assumption that the 
three-grade grindings were the only ones 
which existed in classical Rome in addition 
to the grinding of wheat to meal (farina), it 
is also commonly accepted that the terms 
similago and sWgo were used exclusively in 
the sense of the second grades of the three
grade grindings and therefore that simi/ago 
and siligo, for which Pliny gave his prices, 
also were the second grades obtained in those 
grindings. Actually, however, those terms 
were also widely used to designate any flour 
from triticum and siligo respectively except 
whole-wheat meal and cibarium, and specifi
cally to designate one-grade flours from the 
same wheats. 25 Pliny himself used the terms 
similago and sWgo in those dilTering senses. 

25 It is not intended to present the rather extensive 
evidence on which the statement in the text is based. 
The principal reason for the assumption is that the 
names of the first grades of the three-grade grindings, 
pollen, its Greel, equivalent, yU(lL~, and flos were men
tioned very rarely. Chiro, in his medicinal recipes for 
animals (Claudii Hermeri Mulomedicina Ch iron is, cd. 
by Eugenius OdeI', Bibliotheca Scriptorum Graecorum 
ct Romanorum Teubneriana, Leipzig, 1901, 467 pages), 
who naturally wanted to he exact, is almost the only 
one who used them; but he used the terms similago 
and siligo as qualifying factors and by no means in 
the sense of second grades. The expressiolls in\'ohed 
in his recipes were pollinem siliginis, flos similaginis, 
similaginis pollen, flos similae (sec. 912, p. 274; sec. 
846, pp. 257-58; sec. 674, p. 213; and sec. 912, p. 274). 
For the first grade from their o'L1;a.v[a.~ the Greeks even 
did not have a name which would have roughly cor
responded to the Latin flos. It is evident, therefore, 
that the first-grade flours were referred to in common 
language in some other way. It is our contention that 
they were normally referred to under the names simi
~ago, its Greel, equivalent, (),E~L6a.Ah;11~' and siligo, and 
Its Greek transcription, O'lALyvh;ll~' Oribasius (Oribasii 
Coilectiollllm Medicorum Reliquiae, Leipzig, 1928, Book 
IV, sec. i, par. 3) slated on the authority of Galen that if 
the product of grinding is separated into flour and bran, 
the flour yields the (),E!-tl6a.A('11~ or (),lAlYV('l1~ bread, the 
bran the m,uQ[a.~ bread. Juvenal (op. cit., line 70) 
uscd the term siligo to designate the best flour avail
able, and by no means in the sense of a second grade. 
If the term flos for the best flour from siligo, the best 
wheat, werc in common use, Juvenal would have 
wanted to use it at that particular place. 

Moreover, he did this in the same section in 
which he designated the second grade of flour 
from triticum, ground without preliminary 
moistening, as similago. This is the section 
containing Pliny's principal discussion of 
flours from that type of wheat. With refer
ence to none of the three cases in which the 
term similago is found in that section is it 
likely that the second grade was involved. The 
statement, "Similago e tritico [it, laudatissima 
ex Africo" (similago is made from triticum,
the most praised one is from Africa), with 
which the section begins, makes sense only 
if similago is interpreted as meaning either 
flour from triticum in general or one-grade 
flour from the same wheat. The statement, 
"pan is vero e modio similaginis, p. XXII, 
e floris p. XVI," in the same section makes 
the best sense if similago is interpreted as 
one-grade flour from triticum. The third 
case where the term similago is mentioned in 
the section is the statement on flour prices 
analyzed in this study. It is most likely that 
in this statement the term similago and also 
the term siligo likewise refer to one-grade 
flours. If Pliny in stating the prices of simi
lago and sWgo had in mind the second grades 
of the three-grade grindings, he probably 
would also have mentioned the prices of the 
first grades, which were as important as the 
second grades. Indeed, more first-grade than 
second-grade flour was obtained according to 
Pliny's own evidence in the three-grade grind
ing of siligo wheat (see table, p. 154). 

One-grade flours.-The three-grade grind
ings seem to fit well into the social organiza
tion of the city of Rome. The upper layer ate 
"bread as white as snow," the middle class 
got the "second" grade, while the third grade 
of "flour," actually bran middlings or largely 
bran middlings, was eaten by the poor and 
slaves. Yet the probability is great that the 
three-grade grindings were almost as rare as 
the feasts described in detail by Athenaeus. 
The stratum of those who could afford bread 
from the first-grade flour was relatively thin. 
Hence the wheat processed to such flour also 
made up only a relatively small proportion of 
the total wheat ground. 

The natural development from meal to the 
type of grinding in which more than one grade 
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of flour is produced is through a processing 
consisting in the separation of only one grade 
of Hour and one grade of bran, or, more pre
cisely, consisting in the elimination from the 
meal of a certain quantity of the coarsest stock 
as bran. Such one-grade nour is still produced, 
to greater or lesser extent, everywhere, espe
ciaIly from the coarser grains such as corn 
and rye, even when wheat is generally further 
processed into a more refined product. This 
l'ather primitive type of one-grade flour is 
found to be increasingly common as one goes 
back into history. Such one-grade flours also 
existed in both Home and Greece. It is, more
over, the opinion of the present writer that, so 
far as sifted nour was produced at alI, the one
grade rather than the three-grade grinding was 
the predominant form. The extraction of these 
one-grade nours was around 80 per cent. Space 
prevents showing that this inference is reached 
from Pliny's evidence20 that one modius of 
similago and {los yielded 22 and 16 pounds of 
bread respectively, and from a statement in 
the Geoponica.27 

The likelihood is great that Pliny had in 
mind exactly such one-grade flours of about 
80 per cent extraction in stating his prices of 
similago and siligo. As was pointed out, the 
fact that Pliny did not mention tJ:Ie prices of 
the first grades of the three-grade grindings 
indicates that in his statement of prices simi
lago and siligo were not the second grades of 
the three-grade grindings. But if they were 
not prices of these grades, and since they also 
were not prices of meal, they were most likely 
prices of one-grade flours. It will be shown 
that Pliny's flour prices make the best sense 
when simi/ago and siligo are interpreted as 
one-grade flours and specifically such of about 
80 per cent extraction. Thus Pliny's flour 

260p. cit., chap. 10, sec. 89, p. 166. 
21 Geoponica, .... (Agricultural Pur.mils), trans. 

by T. Owen (London, 1805), Vol. I, Book 2, chap. B2, 
p.80. 

28 Dr. R. D. Harriman, of Stanford University, has 
informed the present writer that this is the grammati
cal meaning of Pliny's statement. 

2Q A cause fol' such an incorrect interpretation of 
siligo might have been found in the term farina sili
ginea used by Pliny in the paragraph immediately 
preceding the one where he gave his flour prices. The 
correct meaning of the term farina siliginea was whole 
meal from siligo. 

prices themselves serve as proof of the exist
ence of one-grade flours and of the approxi
mate extraction rate of these. 

The qualification "castrata." - Teubner's 
edition of Pliny, which now is accepted as 
standard, has the qualification castrata only 
with reference to siligo in the statement on 
Hour prices analyzed here. Those who interpret 
that Pliny's statement "castrata siligo twice" 
meant 80 asses per modius of siligo flour 28 may 
argue that castrata siligo was a particularly 
fine flour from the highly favored siligo wheat, 
while similago was either the second grade of 
the three-grade grinding or a one-grade flour 
of about 80 per cent extraction from the less 
desirable triticum wheat. But the present 
writer believes it improbable that a first-grade 
flour could have cost almost twice as much as 
a second-grade flour, even though the first
grade flour was from the more desirable wheat 
and the second-grade Hour from a less desir
able wheat. He interprets the price of siligo 
as given by Pliny at 56 asses and the qualifi
cation castrata as pertaining to both similago 
and siligo and meaning "sifted." 

By qualifying siligo as castrata, Pliny prob
ably wanted to put it beyond doubt that flour 
rather than whole-wheat meal was involved. 20 

There was no need to qualify the term simi
lago in the same manner. The fact that simi
lago cost 8 asses more per modius than farina 
made it certain that the first one was cast['(1ta 
(sifted). Some editions of Pliny, moreover, 
have the qualification castrata for both siligo 
and similago. 

MILLING COSTS 

The cost of milling is usuaIly small when 
related to the price of wheat, and even a rela
tively high cost of milling in Rome would not 
have greatly affected the price of wheat corre
sponding to a certain price of flour. Actually, 
however, the cost of milling in classical Rome 
was not much higher than it is now, in spite 
of the fact that milling was done hy animal 
and human power, which was not only expen
sive but in the case of animal power was also 
used very inefficiently. The crude nature of 
the miIIing and especially the small amount 
of power used in it were the main reasons for 
the low milling costs. 
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Little power used.-The difference between 
the milling systems of our days and classical 
times is clearly reflected in the much smaller 
total power used for milling in anliquity, as 
weB as in the fact that all or almost all power 
was then used for the grinding proper, while 
noW more than half of it is used for other 
operations. According to B. W. Dedrick,! in 
a modern mill the total power requirement 
varies between 0.26 and 0.40 horsepower per 
barrel of 196 English pounds in 24 hours. This 
is equivalent to 1 %-2 horsepower-hours per 
bushel of wheat. Not less than 60 per cent of 
this power is used for the wheat-cleaning ma
chinery, sifters, purifiers, elevators, and trans
missions." The 40 per cent used for the grind
ing proper is equivalent to 0.6-0.8 horse
power-hour per bushel of wheat. 

The amount of animal power used in a 
Roman mill is estimated, probably too high, 
by Dedrick at one-third of a horsepower-hour, 
or about one-third to one-half of the power 
used for the grinding proper in a modern 
mill.a While 60 per cent of the total power 
spent in a modern mill is used for machinery 
other than that performing the grinding 
proper, the power spent in a Roman animal 
mill for operations other than the grinding 
proper consisted exclusively or almost ex
clusively in the man power used for driving 
the donkey which did the actual grinding. 
Sifting, so far as it was done, required an ap
preciable amount of work only in the produc
tion of the first-grade flour, where a relatively 

1 Practical MUliny (Chicago, 1924), p. 309. 
2 Ibid., p. 298. 
a Dedrick, an expert in modern milling, may have 

underestimated the coarseness of Roman grinding as 
mnny others do. But the amount of power declines 
rapidly-up to several limes-with increase in the 
coarseness of the ground product. Compare the inter
esting grinding experiments under conditions of an
tiquity made by M. A. Heron de Villefosse of Paris and 
reported also by Max Hingelmann, Essai sllr l'his/oire 
dll yenie rural (Paris, 1910), III, 546-56, and "Essai 
sur l'histoire du genic ruraL... La .Judce," Annales 
(Inslilut National Agronomique, Paris), 1910, 2d SCI'., 

IX, 30!)-10. 
4 Report . ..• on Commercial Wheat Flour Milliny 

(Sept. 15, 1920), p. 90. 
r, "The Edict of Diocletian," trans. and interpreted 

by Elsa Graser in Frank, op. cii., V, 318, 365-66. The 
maximum price for whent of 100 denaril is for n cas
trcnsis modius, which is equal to two modii. 

o Edic/lim Diocletiani .... , p. 114. 
7 Frank, op. cii., V, 305-41. 

fine sieve had to be used; little such flour, 
however, was produced in antiquity. If it is 
assumed that one man could take care of two 
donkeys (this is equivalent to one two-donkey 
mill or two one-donkey mills) and sift lhe 
flour ground by them, the tolal animal and 
human power needed to mill a bushel of wheat 
in a Roman mill may have heen equivalent 
to tio-o/Jo horsepower-hour-as against 1 %-2 
horsepower-hours in a modern mill. 

Contemporary cost of refined milling.-Ac
cording to the United States Federal Trade 
Commission,1 operating costs of 37 companies 
in the United States in 1913--14 were equiva
lent to 22 cents per harrel of flour or to 5.6 
per cent of the cost of wheat. The evidence 
could be multiplied almost indefinitely-for 
this and other countries. If comparisons be
tween contemporary wheat and Hour prices 
appear to indicate higher milling costs than 
those, it is because charges are included in 
the flour prices which have nothing to do with 
milling proper. The price of wheat is com
monly for the grain in bulk; flour, however, 
is sold packed; the cost of packages to the 
quoted 37 American concerns was higher than 
their total operating costs. Wheat is bought 
for cash; the flour price is frequently for de
fen'ed payment or subject to discount for cash. 

Cost in classical antiquity. - The Roman 
mill was inexpensive. The Edict of Diocletian 
gave the following maximum prices of mills, 
which for convenience are expressed in Win
chester bushels of wheat by using the maxi
mum prices of wheat (50 denarii per modius) 
of the same Edict;5 

Type of mill 
Price of mill 

in bushels 
of wheat 

Horse mill with stoncs. . . . . . . . . . .. 7 Vz 
Ass mill ............... . . . . . . . .. G Yt 
Watcr mill ..................... 10 
Hand mill ...................... 11,4 

These prices are obviously too low to pertain 
to complete mills. Although the prices of mills 
in the Edict are found among the prices of 
goods made mainly of wood, Bllimnerr. inter
preted them as the prices of the stones only. 
Miss Graser, who translated and commented 
upon the Edict,? kindly informed the writer 
that she shares the opinion of Bhimner. It is, 
indeed, very probable that, at least so far as 
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animal-driven and water mills were concerned, 
only the stones and iron parts were purchased, 
the wooden parts having been made by a car
penter on the spot. This practice is still com
mon where stone mills are used. Moreover, 
the prices of the Edict may not have included 
transportation of the stones to the mills. Still, 
the price of the stones at the quarry probably 
made up a large part of the price of the com
plete mills, installed in the mill. 

According to Cato,s an oil mill or press 
(trapetus) brought to the place of destination 
and assembled, cost complete either 629 ses
terces (from Suessa) or 724 sesterces (from 
Pompeii). At 5 sesterces per modius of wheat, 
the mills were equivalent in price to 31 %-36 
Winchester bushels of wheat. The Roman oil 
mill was rather large; six men in addition to 
the oxen were needed to haul the mill from 
Suessa to the place of destination.o If the 
price of a donkey-driven grain mill was the 
same as that of an oil mill, the grain mill 
driven by two donkeys in three shifts could 
have ground the equivalent of its price in 
wheat in 36-48 hours. 

The sieves were simple hand sieves and 

80p. cit., chap. 22, sec. 3, pp. 40-41. 
° The fact that the oil mill was rather large is in

dicated also by the fact that the moving stones were 
1 foot and 3 fingers thick and had a diameter of 1 foot 
according to Cato (loc. cit.). 

10 Frank, op. cit., V, 366. 

11 The quantity is larger, according to Barbagallo 
(op. cit., p. 54). He reports: "In the countries where the 
old hand mills still exist, we find that 4 hours' work of 
one person is sufficient to furnish at least 33 kilograms 
.... of flour." On this count, at least 82 kilograms, or 
slightly more than 3 bushels, would be ground in 10 
hours. Yet according to Dr .. Johnson (London Magazine, 
1774, quoted by Richard Bennett and John Elton, His
tory of Corn Milling, London, 1898, I, 169), "it employs 
two pair of hands four hours to grind only a single 
bushel of corn." According to the Report on the Market
ing of Wheat in India (India Agricultural Marketing 
Adviser, Agricultural Marketing in India, Marketing 
Series 1, 1937, p. 293), the productivity of a hand mill is 
merely 2 seers (4 pounds) per hour. The work is done 
by women in India and Indian women weigh less than 
100 pounds. In addition to the variations in the power 
excl'led by different persons, the considerable varia
tions among the above figures may be largely due to 
the fact that the output per man is greatly affected by 
the fineness of the flour produced. 

12 This figure is undoubtedly too high for a man 
operating a hand mill; it is used advisedly to provide 
for the eventuality that the labor requirement was 
larger than that assumed in the text. 

therefore inexpensive. A hand sieve for fine 
flour (OQAl6ci.A.W) cost as much as 2 bushels 
of wheat according to the Edici. 1o A large 
woven sieve, also apparently for flour, cost as 
much as a bushel of wheat. 

Turning now to the cost of the Roman grind
ing, we shall first examine the cost of hand 
grinding. A grown man can be expected to 
expend % horsepower-hour in a day's work. 
Assuming that 3 bushels of wheat were ground 
per horsepower-hour in Rome, a day's work 
of a man would yield in excess of 2 bushels,!l 

The maximum wage of a pis tor (miller
baker) was established in the Edict at 50 
denarii per day and subsistence. But the 
Edict naturally neglected to state a wage rate 
for workers grinding grain by hand, for at 
the time of Diocletian and for several hundred 
years before, no free man was hired for this 
work. Even if free labor had been used, it 
would obviously have been unskilled labor. 
The maximum daily wage of such a laborer, 
for example a water carrier, was 25 denarii, 
the price of one-eighth of a Winchester bushel 
of wheat, and subsistence-according to the 
Edict. The food customarily provided to such 
a worker was very simple; 5 English pounds 
of wheat would have covered it amply. Thus, 
the cost of such a laborer may have been 
equivalent to the cost of about 12-13 English 
pounds of wheat. J2 Depreciation of the hand 
mill and of the sieves, if any, can be neglected, 
and frequently no special building space was 
needed. Thus, the total cost of grinding by 
hand, even when performed by free labor, 
would have been only about 10 per cent of 
the cost of wheat if no sifting was involved, 
and only a little more in the latter case; the 
cost of a special working place, if such were 
needed, would have increased this cost some
what. 

However, little if any grinding was per
formed with the use of hired free labor for 
turning the mill in classical Rome; hand 
grinding was done either by women and slaves 
in homes, or by slaves and criminals in com
mercial establishments. Animal power must 
have been even cheaper than slave labor; 
otherwise, animals would not have been used. 
The computation of the cost of grinding by 
hand with hired free labor is nevertheless use-
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fuI, indicating the upper limit of the cost actu
aJIy involved; even the cost of grinding by 
hand was far below the figures visualized by 
many interpreters of Pliny's flour prices as the 
cost of grinding in antiquity. 

The animals in Roman mills were attached 
to the stone directly by means of a sweep and, 
therefore, had to make a very small circle 
(Figures 5 and 6). The power developed by 
them under such conditions must have been 
considerably less than the same animals would 
have been able to develop under better con
ditions. This inefficient use of animal power 
was an important contributing factor. But the 
principal factor was cheapness of slave labor. 
Because of this, human labor was used for 
turning even relatively large mills long after 
the invention of animal mills. In this con
nection, the row of mills of a large bakery ex
cavated at Pompeii is of interest, for illustra
tions of it are frequently used to show Roman 
animal mills; Bennett and Elton,J3 however, 

13 Op. cit., p. 18. 
14 This is ;1;-10 of what a horse weighing about 1,500 

pounds can develop per day in continuous work (E. V. 
Collins and A. B. Caine, Testina Drafl Horses, Iowa 
Agr. Exp. Sta. Bull. 240, 1926, p. 221; and Naum .Jasny, 
Der Schlepper in der Landwirlscllaft, seine Wirtscllaft
lichkeit !llld welLwirlschaftliche Bedeuillna, German 
Reichsministerium ftir Ernahrung und Landwirt
schaft, Berichte tiber Landwirtschaft, 19;.)2, n.r., Sonder
heft 62, pp. 20-24). Lightcr horses devclop pI'oportion
ately more power, and donkeys are more hardy than 
horses of the same weight. According to Nicola Bochic
chio, an Italian student (Malllwleilo di ecollomia rurale 
ad IIS0 de(Jli studenti delle sClIole a(Jrarie e de(Jli a(Jri
collori, Biblioteca d'Agricoltura ed Industrie Affini IX, 
Catania, 1907, p. 104), the 'work of a donkey is scarcely 
equal Lo ~-Ya that of a horse. The average weight of 
a horse is given by him at 350-450 kilograms (770-
1,000 English pounds), and the power developed by it 
at Ih-% horsepower per hour. In the Edict of Diocle
lian a donkey load of fuel was assumed to have been 
equivalent to half a camcl load. 

The estimate of 1 %. horsepower-hours per donkey
day includes an allowance, probably too high, for the 
loss of energy through the inconvenient attachment 
of the donkey to the mill. 

15 It is noteworthy that on the basis of the Edict 
vetch hay cost 40 pel' cent, and hay or chaff 20 per cent, 
as much as wheat. 

10 Actually few of the worl{ers in the mill-bakeries 
were free men; most-if not all-of them were slaves. 
The customary wage of a city slave was 5 modii (prob
ably wheat 01' hulled emmer; perhaps meal from either 
of them) and 5 denarii per month (Seneca, op. cit., 
LeUer LXXX, sec. 7, p. 216). TIlese quantities were 
equivalent to 3 English pounds of grain plus the value 
of at most 2.4 English pounds of grain in money 01' a 
total of 5.4 English pounds of grain per working day. 

plausibly argue that these mills could have 
been turned by men alone. 

A conservative estimate seems to be that 
the total power transmitted per day by a don
key of a size typical for the Mediterranean 
countries to a Roman mill was 1 Y4 horsepower
hours;14 then the quantity of wheat ground per 
donkey-day is likely to have been about 3 Yz 
bushels. In addition, some human labor was 
needed for driving the animal and for sifting, 
if the latter operation was performed. 

Donkeys are satisfied with the poorest food. 
Indeed their owners frequently leave them to 
find their own SUbsistence, and the cost of 
keeping a donkey in the country is therefore 
almost negligible. It is assumed that 10 Eng
lish pounds of wheat per working day would 
have taken care of the cost of food, housing, 
interest, and depreciation of a donkey in 
Rome. '5 Since the maximum daily wage of a 
pis tor was established by the Edict at 50 de
narii (the equivalent of Y4 bushel of wheat) 
and maintenance, or a total of about 20 Eng
lish pounds of wheat, and one free man could 
probably have taken care of two donkeys and 
sifted the flour ground hy them,lO the total 
cost of grinding and sifting 7 bushels of wheat 
would have been equivalent to 40 pounds of 
wheat or 9.5 per cent of the wheat ground. 
Adding to this figure the interest and depreci
ation on the mill proper, and on the building 
and sieves, if any, as well as the profit, we find 
that the total cost of grinding would have been 
a little more than 10 per cent of the cost of the 
wheat. 

Thus the costs of grinding with a donkey 
mill and of grinding by hand with free labor 
come to approximately the same. But the 
upkeep of a donkey may have been less than 
assumed above, or the animal may have been 
able to grind more than 3Yz bushels of wheat 
per day. An exact computation of the costs is 
impossible anyway, and we are interested only 
in the order of magnitude. That the above 
figures are within the correct order can be 
demonstrated by other evidence. 

The cost of grinding as computed above is 
difficult to express in money, for no agreement 
exists as to the price of wheat. The cost of 
grinding which would have corresponded to 
the high prices of wheat implied in Pliny's 
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flour prices would be about 4 asses per mo
dius, or even somewhat less. But if the normal 
price of wheat in Rome was 5 sesterces, as 
many believe, the approximate cost of grinding 
a modius of wheat would have been 2% asses 
or somewhat less. 

Cost in classical Egypt.-The only evidence 
of the cost of grinding in classical antiquity 
which has come to the attention of the writer 
is a few rates for custom grinding in Egypt 
about the first year of our era17-all of them 
for grinding small quantities in the same city, 
at the same time, and probably also in the 
same mill. The charge was 3 and 4 obols per 
artaba of wheat. When the charge was 4 obols 
grinding was probably finer. '8 Related to the 
price of wheat in Egypt (about 20 obols) ,10 the 
Egyptian charge for grinding was high-15 
and 20 per cent respectively. Three factors 
may have been responsible for this: 

(1) Wheat was cheap in Egypt. The cost 
of grinding performed by man or animal 
power, and especially the cost of custom grind
ing, was in general greatly affected by the price 
of the grain, but it was unlikely to have been 
exactly proportionate to this. Human labor 
in terms of grain was much more expensive 
in Egypt than Greece and probably was more 
expensive than in Rome. (2) The quantities 
involved in the available evidence (each time 
only 1 artaba was ordered to be ground) were 
so small that the transactions had the char
acter of a more or less retail business. And 
(3), with the almost endless number of mo
nopolies in ancient Egypt, there is a proha
bility that a state monopoly also existed for 
commercial grinding. 

If one applies the relationships of 1 Egyptian 
drachma = % of a denarius and 1 artaba = 3% 
modii, the Egyptian milling rates are equiva
lent to 1~o and 2910 Roman asses per modius. 
The rate for grinding in Rome as computed 
above was about 4 asses per modius; this is 

11 The OxyrhyncllUs Papyri . ... , ed. with trans. 
by B. P. Grenfell and A. S. Hunt (Egypt Exploration 
Fund, Greco-Roman Branch Memoirs, London, 1904), 
Pt. 4, p. 232. 

18 The higher rate was perhaps for grinding to flour, 
the lower for grinding to meal or groats. 

10 See tabulation of wheat prices in Frank, op. cit., 
II, 310-12. 

a rate for grinding on a larger scale and does 
not include the cost of retailing the flour. 

The difference between H10 and 2910 asses 
computed as the cost of grinding small quanti
ties in custom in Egypt and 4 asses computed 
as the cost of grinding large quantities in 
Rome seems about adequate to compensate 
for the lower operating costs in terms of 
money in Egypt as compared with Rome.20 

20 The only other material related to the problem 
of milling costs in, antiquity is Friedrich Hrozny's dis
cussion of the cost of hulling emmer in ancient Baby
lonia, but his conclusions are hased on an incorrect 
interpretation of an obscure Sumerian term (Das 
Geireide im allen Babylonien: ein Beitrag Zllr [(llUllr
lind Wirlsc1wfisgeschichte des alten Orients, I. Teil, 
Sitzungsberichte del' Kais. Akademie del' Wissenschaf
ten in Wien, Philosophisch-Historische Klasse, 173, 
1914, Abhandlung 1, p. 110, and others). Hrozny be
lieves that he has proved that the Sumerian term 
bal, usually equivalent, when expressed in and related 
to emmer in hulls, to one-seventh of the emmeI' in
tended for hulling, represented "the payment in kind 
for the hulling, and unlil<ely (perhaps only in excep
tional cases) in part the loss in material accompany
ing the hulling." The cost of hulling is unlikely to 
have becn more than a fraction of that account. 
Hrozny's interpretation of the term bal is not ac
cepted by the leading linguists (e.g., Anton Deimel, 
SumerisciJes Lexi/con, Scripta Pontificii Instituti Bi
blici, Rome, 1932, Pt. 2, Vol. 3, p. 689, letter 367, note 
40, and Allotte de la Fuye, "En-e-Iar-zi patcsi de La
gas," in Assyriologische und archeologische Studien, 
Hermann V. Hilprecht .... , Hilprecllt Anniversary 
Volume, Leipzig and London, 1(109, p. 131). Any pay
ment for the hulling is unlikcly to have been involved 
in the accounts analyzcd by Hrozny; the accounts 
wcre those of storel,eepers in households of kings, 
churches, and the like; the hulling was done in thc 
mill-bakery which was part of the same household. 
The storekeepcrs and miller-bakers were slaves be
longing to the head of the household. 

Although Hrozny's analysis does not contribute 
anything to the knowledge of the cost of grinding or 
hulling in antiquity, we find it very intriguing. The 
Babylonian accounts seem to be the only available 
means to get an idea of the price relationships be
tween different grains, as well as of thc milling, bak
ing, and brewing techniques in so remote an era as thc 
third and second millennia D.C., and Hrozny certainly 
succeeded in taking an important step toward the 
understanding of these accounts. It seems to be in 
linc with Hrozny's reasoning, if the bal, consisting of 
a quantity of emmer in hulls and related to another 
quantity of such emmer, the latter usually six times 
larger than the bal, is interpreted as a dcvice to con
vert emmer into harley, the hasic grain of the old 
Bahylonian accounts. Then one measured unit of bar
ley was cquivalent in value to 1% units of cmmer in 
hulls in Babylonia. Hrozny's interpretation of the re
lation in valuc betwecn wheat and hull-less emmel', 
and emmer in hulls, becomes: 1 unit of wheat or huIJ
less emmer == 2% units of emmer. The whole equation 
of grain values in old Babylonia may have he en : 1 unit 
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Contemporary costs of primitive grinding. 
-Even today large amounts of grain are 
ground by animal and even by human power. 
While the continued use of human power indi
cates primarily that enormous amounts of 
women's work are expended for a very low 
reward, the existence of animal-drawn mills 
hears witness that the work of such mills is not 
exorbitantly more expensive than that of the 
mills driven hy mechanical power; other
wise they would have disappeared long ago. 
The high cost of animal power is not an ob
stacle to the existence of such mills, hecause 
little power is used per given quantity of 
grain; this is of course equivalent to very 
coarse grinding. Other deficiencies of animal 
mills are large amounts of labor and slowness 
of the whole process. But the consumers in 
very poor countries have to be satisfied with 

. such coarse flour; the large amount of human 
labor and slowness of the process also do not 

of wheat or hull-less emmer = 2 units of barley = 2% 
units of emmer in hulls-all in measured units. 

Hrozny's analysis of the extraction of the various 
flours needs to be fully reconsidered. He fails to take 
into account the fact that flour occupies more space 
than the grain from which it is produced. For example. 
Hrozny (p. 103) analyzes five items, four of which 
according to him were quantities of various flours. 
two em mel' flours and two harley flours, while the 
fifth item is supposed to have represented the equiva
lent of all those flours in barley. If the quantities of 
emmer flours are summed and doubled (because 1 unit 
of hull-less emmer was considered equivalent to 2 
unils of barley), the total quantity of all flours is 20 
pel' ccnt higher than the quantity of barley supposed 
by Hrozny to be their equivalent in barley. But Hrozny 
fails to notice this and handles both figures as if they 
were equal. Some of Hrozny's inferences from the 
Babylonian accounts seem highly improbable-for ex
ample, that one of the emmer flours then produced was 
so fine that only 3% pounds of it were obtained from 
100 pounds of hulled emmer, and that in the prepara
tion of a specific kind of beer 3% units of barley were 
used for 1 unit of beer. Similarly, data on breads 
and heel' have to be reconsidered by taldng into ac
count important technical details which escaped 
Hrozny's attention-for example, the fact that both 
the weight and the volume of the flour change when 
it is made into bread. Unfortunately the prcsent writer 
cannot undertake the necded revisions of the vcry 
intercsting Babylonian material, at least at present. 

Asked to comment on this footnote, Dr. G. R. Hughes 
of the Oriental Institute of the University of Chicago 
kindly informed the writer that he does not find any
thing in it with which he would disagree. 

21 Report on tlle MarlcetinlJ of WlIeat in India, p. 60. 
22 Ibid., p. 293. 23 Ibid., p. 294. 

24 Op. cit., p. 282. lOp. cit., V, 144. 

count much there. All these drawhacks are 
offset by the advantage that the mills are small 
and consequently near the consumers. The 
large reduction in the distance to the mills is 
an especially important factor where the pro
ducers do not possess means of transporta
tion. 

In British India, animal mills are still in 
wide use, along with hand grinding,2l The 
animal mills are equipped with gears, the ani
mals make a large circle, and the stones are 
likely to have the optimum speed (see Figure 
8). Two bullocks are generally employed 
with each mill, though there are also camel 
mills. "The normal grinding fee or charge is 
2 seers of wheat per maund ..... "22 Since a 
maund has 40 seers, the charge is equivalent 
to 5 per cent of the wheat-a very moderate 
fee especially since grain is not expensive in 
India (it was dear in ancient Rome). The 
cost of grinding in animal mills may be un
usually low in India owing to the very low 
wage level, the frequent combination of mill
ing and carpentry in one business, the use of 
the mill bullocks for plowing (the most urgent 
farm operation in wheat-producing regions of 
India), and the unhoused mills. But the evi
dence for India nevertheless dispels any sus
picion that very high costs are involved in 
grinding with animal power, so long as wages 
are low and the consumers are satisfied with 
a primitive product like whole-wheat meal or 
the flours known to the Romans. It may be 
of interest to add that the charge in British 
India is higher if the grinding is by mechani
cal rather than by animal power.23 

According to Dalman,21 the customary rate 
for grinding grain (without sifting) in modern 
Palestine is 1 Vl-1 Vz units for each 20 units, or 
6Y!-7Yz per cent of the grain ground. At this 
rate both water and animal mills operate. It 
is of particular interest that mills with the 
animal directly attached to the stone (Roman 
fashion) still exist there (see Figure 9). These 
are apparently able to operate by collecting as 
fees only about 7 per cent of the grain ground. 

ERRONEOUS INTERPRETATIONS OF PLINY 

When Frankl speaks of the wheat price 
corresponding to the prices of flour given by 
Pliny, he considers only the price of 40 asses 
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per modi us; the fact that Pliny gave two more 
prices is neglected. The other writers, with 
the exception of Barbagallo,2 made the same 
omission. The failure to take into consider
ation the two other prices of Pliny would have 
done no harm, if the price of 40 asses per 
modius had been taken for what it really was, 
namely, the price of farina or whole-grain 
meal from wheat. This price, however, has 
been persistently treated as if it were a price 
of bran-free 110ur. However, only similago 
and siligo, the prices of which were likewise 
given by Pliny, were flour in the narrow sense 
obtall1ed by removing the bran (only part of 
it, in fact) from the meal. 

To the erroneous idea that the price of 40 
asses per modius was for wheat flour rather 
than whole-wheat meal, a further error was 
added by assuming that the extraction of flour 
was low in classical antiquity. One of the 
reasons for this assumption was that Rod
bertus and everyone after him treated the evi
dence on the extraction of wheat products as 
given by classical authors as if it pertained 
to weighed quantities. Thus their analysis 
implied that the weight per modius was the 
same for wheat and all products obtained by 
grinding it. The error caused by the confusion 
of weights and measures is particularly con
spicuous in the study by Barbagallo,3 who 
made detailed tabular computations of the 
yield of the various ground products as stated 
by Pliny4 for several types of wheats. Imply
ing equal weights per modius for wheat, all 
kinds of flour, and even bran, he came to the 
conclusion that the yield of bran from triticum 
in the narrow sense was equivalent to 19 per 
cent, while the computation in the table on 
page 154, which takes into consideration the 
difference in the weights per modius between 
wheat flour and bran, leads to 11 per cent as 
the extraction percentage of bran. 

Still, even according to Barbagallo, the total 

20p. cii., especially pp. 49-50. Barbagallo inter
prets the term farina as meaning flour of second qual
ity. 

3 Ibid., pp. 47-48. 
40p. cit., chap. 9, secs. 56-57, and chap. 10, sec. 89, 

p. 166. 
" Students who study the Roman flours without ref

erence to Pliny's flour prices treat cibarium as flour. 
See, for example, Voigt, op. cit., p. 117, and Bliimner, 
op. cit., p. 54. 

extraction of all products other than bran 
from triticum was 81 per cent (actually it was 
equivalent to about 86 per cent), while the 
now-usual extraction of 110ur, except in emer
gencies like wars, is only 70-75 per cent. To 
arrive at the conclusion that the total extrac
tion was low in ancient Rome, the students of 
Pliny's flour prices, in addition to their fail
ure to consider the dilTerences in weight per 
modius between the various ground products, 
had to disregard the fact that cibarium, al
though actually bran middlings or largely bran 
middlings, was /lour in ancient Rome, because 
all ground products used for food are flour in 
the wide sense." With cibarium excluded in 
addition to bran proper, the remaining ground 
products of Pliny's three-grade grindings cor
respond to an extraction of only 60-61.9 per 
cent according to Barbagallo. It is obvious 
from the computation in the table on page 154 
that the correctly computed extraction of flour 
other than cibarium was 71 per cent, i.e., that 
it was about equal to the present tolal extrac
tion of Hour, yet the incorrectly computed ex
traction of 110ur other than cibarium of 60 per 
cent, or only slightly more, is applied by Rod
bertus and many other interpreters of Pliny's 
flour prices to farina, a whole-wheat meal. 

After the price stated by Pliny for farina 
was applied to flour and the extraction of flour 
in ancient Rome accepted as very low, a fur
ther error was introduced by assuming very 
high milling costs in classical antiquity. The 
price relationship between flour and wheat of 
approximately 1.5: 1, assumed by the inter
preters for modern conditions, was declared 
unsuitable to the conditions of ancient times, 
owing both to the lower extraction of flour and 
the higher costs of milling then. A ratio of 
2: 1 was believed more representative of con
ditions in classical Rome. Rostovtzev went 
even further. In his opinion, the ratio of 2: 1 
between the prices of flour and wheat would 
have existed in classical Rome if the milling 
costs were the same as now, but since they 
were much higher in Rome, the price of wheaL 
must have been less than half the price of 
flour. 

To what extent one can go astray in the 
analysis of milling costs is obvious from the 
fact that the renowned Rodbertus quoted the 
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evidence by Michel Chevalier6 that the produc
tivity per man was 144 times higher in a mod
ern mill at Chevalier's time than in hand grind
ing in ancient Rome and then stated that, on 
the basis of this relationship, the price of a 
modius of wheat corresponding to Pliny's flour 
price of 40 asses would have been merely 1% 
asses (or:}io the flour price). Rodbertus did not 
accept this absurd figure, but it sufficed that 
he mentioned it. Chevalier's figures may be 
found reproduced by several other prominent 
writers discussing Pliny's flour prices.7 The 
productivity per man in a modern mill has 
risen to perhaps 1,000-fold that of hand grind
ing since Chevalier's time, but no conclusions 
from this can be drawn regarding the cost of 
grinding by hand or animal power in classical 
Rome. Even comparisons of the productivity 
per man in milling in classical antiquity with 
the productivity in other economic pursuits in 
the same era-the only permissible ones-may 
easily mislead. 

As with reference to extractions, the stu
dents of the Roman wheat prices applied mod
ern price relationships between flour and 
wheat, which are in terms of weight, to the 
price relationships of antiquity, which were 
in terms of measured units. But the weight 
of, flour per measured unit is commonly and 
considerably less than that of wheat. Hence 
the prices of wheat and flour ceteris paribus 
must have been considerably closer in an
tiquity than they are now. 

n is especially unfortunate that all such in
correct assumptions and confusions tended in 
the same direction of reducing the price of 
wheat corresponding to a given price of flour 

6 Michel Chevalier, COlIrs d'cconomie politiC/lIe fait 
llll College de France (2d cd., Paris, 1855), I, 316-18. 

7 Barbagallo (op. cit., pp. 53-54) also accepts Che
valier's procedure but reduces the ratio hetween the 
productivity of lahor in milling in classical antiquity 
and now from 1 :144 to 1 :15. 

1 The Homan flour prices are assumed to have heen 
prices in hulk. The practice of including the value 
of the containers in the flour price is of recent date. 

2 Pliny's extraction data for the three-grade grind
ings indicate a total of 20-22 sextarii of three grades 
of flour and one grade of bran from a modius of wheat. 
The ground products, mixed as they arc in a whole
wheat meal, occupy somewhat less space. l\loreover, 
whole-wheat meal was probably more coarsely ground 
than were the flours in the three-grade grinding, and II 
coarser product occupies less space than a finer one. 

or meal. It is this cumulation of several errors 
that accounts for the fact that the wheat price 
corresponding to Pliny's flour prices as com
puted by Rostovtzev turned out to be less than 
half of what it actually was. 

PLINY'S FLOUH PHICES CONVERTED TO 

WHEAT PRICES 

Prices of farina ,and wheat.-Surprising as 
it may seem to many, the price of a modius 
of whole-wheat meal in Rome was no higher 
and was probably even less than the price of 
a modius of wheat.' A modi us (equal to 16 
sextarii) of wheat produced about 19-20 sex
tarii of whole-wheat meal." The extra bulk of 
the meal must have more than covered milling 
costs. Hence, the price per modius of wheat 
corresponding to a price of farina of 40 asses 
or 10 sesierces per modius could not have 
been less than the same 40 asses or 10 ses
terces and may have been slightly higher. 

Similago and siligo, one-grade flours. -
Since it is impossible to ascertain definitely 
what Pliny meant by similago and (bolted) 
siligo, two possibilities will be analyzed, name
ly (1) that those flours were one-grade flours 
of about 80 per cent extraction from triticllm 
and siligo respectively, and (2) that they were 
the second grades obtained in grinding these 
wheats into three grades of flour without 
moistening. 

A weighed quantity of the one-grade flour 
may be assumed to have filled 10 per cent more 
space than the same weighed quantity of 
wheat. Hence, a modius of wheat produced 
14l1J.o sextarii of one-grade flour of 80 per cent 
extraction, and, at the prices stated by Pliny, 
the flours produced from a modius of triticum 
and siligo were worth 42=}1o and 49;~o asses re
spectively. Bran may be assumed to have cost 
half as much as wheat in terms of weight; 
hence 17 per cent of bran obtained as the 
residual in this type of grinding cost as much 
as 8% per cent of wheat and the return for 
the bran obtained from a modius of wheat was 
about 3 asses. Hence the total return for the 
ground products obtained from a modius of 
triticum was about 45 asses; the correspond
ing figure for the products obtained from a 
modius of siligo was about 52 asses. After the 
milling costs are deducted, we have about 40 
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and 47 asses as the return for a modius of 
triticum and siligo respectively. The reader 
will have noticed that this return for the triti
cum wheat is the same as that computed for 
the grinding of wheat into whole-wheat meal. 
This is a good indication that both computa
tions are correct in substance. 

Similago and siligo, second grades.-Turn
ing to the second possibility with reference to 
similago and siligo, namely that they were the 
second grades of the three-grade grindings, 
we again assume that the price of a certain 
quantity of bran was equivalent to half the 
price of the same weighed quantity of wheaf.3 
The price of cibarium may be assumed to have 
been equivalent to approximately two-thirds 
of the price of wheat-also in terms of weight. 
Since there were 15 per cent of cibarium and 
11 per cent of bran (see table, p. 154), these 
two items represented the value of approxi
mately 15 per cent of the wheat ground. Mill
ing costs were probably less than that. But 
disregarding this possibility, we arrive at the 
conclusion thqt the value of the flour, obtained 
by sifting off the bran and cibarium, repre
sented the return for the wheat. 

It is an old rule of thumb with millers of 
many countries that business is good when 
all the flour obtained pays in full for the 
wheat, and the miller has the miIlfeed to cover 
milling costs, sacks, marketing costs, and to 
provide for his profit. It will be shown later 
that in general millers are in such position 
only in countries with low to moderate wheat 
prices. Yet the above rule is applied here to 
the situation in classical Rome, although the 
Roman wheat prices were bigh and the Roman 
millers did not provide the containers for the 
flour. 

For our second possibility, i.e., for the as
sumption that Pliny's similago and (bolted) 
siligo were the second grades, we have yet to 
estimate the prices of the first grades (pollen 
from triticum and [los from siligo). These 
prices are assumed to have been higher than 
the prices of the second grades of the respec
tive grindings by 8 asses per modius. This 

3 Actually the bran in the three-grade grindings was 
somewhat poorer in quality than t.hat obtained in the 
one-grade grindings. 

4 Extraction percentages from table on p. 154. 

implies that the price per modius of the second 
grade from siligo wheat (extraction percen
tages 44th-71st) was the same as that of the 
first grade from triticum wheat (extraction 
percentages 1st-27th) 4-a rather improbable 
situation. But any other prices of the first 
grades do not fit in better. 

With all the above assumptions we arrive 
at the following net returns (excluding milling 
costs) per modius of wheat if it be supposed 
that similago and siligo were the second grades 
of flour obtained from triticum and siligo re
spectively: 

Triticllm 
5 sextarii of pollen at 56 asses per 

modius ........................ 171f2 asses 
8 sextarii of similago at 48 asses 

per modius ...... . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 24 

Total 411f2 

Siligo 
8 sextarii of flos at 64 asses per 

modius ........................ 32 asses 
5 sextarii of siligo at 56 asses per 

modius .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 171f2 

Total ....................... 491f2 

The results are again very close to those ob
tained in the preceding computations. The 
price of wheat corresponding to Pliny's price 
of similago slightly exceeded 40 asses, while 
the corresponding price of siligo wheat was 
close to 50 asses. 

Recapitulation.-It may be useful at this 
stage to recapitulate the different interpreta
tions of Pliny's flour prices: 

The common interpretation is that 40 asses 
was Pliny's price of flour produced from wheat 
with very high milling costs and with the yield 
of flour equal to about 10 sextarii per modius 
of wheat; the type of wheat has not been speci
fied by the interpreters. 

The suggested interpretation is as follows: 
(1) Forty asses was Pliny's price of meal pro
duced from triticum with low milling costs 
and with the yield of meal equal to 19-20 sex
tarii per modius of wheat. (2) Forty-eight 
asses was Pliny's price of one-grade flour pro
duced from triticum with low milling costs 
and with the yield of flour equal to about 14 
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sextarii per modius of wheat; or of the second 
flour grade (28th-71st extraction percentages) 
produced from triticum with low milling costs 
and with the yield of this grade of flour equal 
to 8 sextarii per modius of wheat. (3) Fifty
six asses was Pliny's price of one-grade flour 
produced from siligo wheat, with low milling 
costs and with the yield of flour equal to about 
14 sextarii per modi us of wheat; or of the 
second 110ur grade (45th-71st extraction per
centages) produced from siligo with low mill
ing costs and with the yield of this grade of 
flour equal to 5 sextarii per modius of wheat. 

Flour and wheat price relationships in 
Palestine. - Solet was the ground product 
used by the Jews in sacrifices. The term is 
commonly translated to mean fine or finest 
flour; but Dalman5 made it appear very prob
able that solei was something resembling the 
American farina or semolina. Solei was made 
reasonably free of bran by a large number of 
resiftings (perhaps as many as 13). In Russia a 
similar product made from durum, the type of 
wheat from which solet was made, is still be
lieved to yield the finest bread. Solei was the 
most refined product of grinding not only of 
the Jews, but, so far as evidence is available, 
of all ancient peoples. Hence the price of solet 
in relation to the price of wheat is likely to 
have been higher than was the price of the 
first grade of the Roman three-grade grinding 
in relation to the price of wheat in Rome. 

According to the Mishnah,6 1 seah of wheat 
cost 1 denarius in Palestine in the second cen
tury A.D., while for 4 denarii 3-4 seah of solei 
could have been obtained. Herzfeld,1 who ap
parently believed that flour was twice as high 
in price as wheat in antiquity, commented, 
"Hence it [solei] surprisingly was almost not 
more expensive than wheat." After the pre
ceding analysis, the reader will not share in 
Herzfeld's surprise but on the contrary will 
find the price relationship fairly reasonable. 

The evidence of the Mishnah is of course 
inexact; the prices of wheat and solet do not 

5 Op. cit., pp. 292-96. 
G The Mishnah, Peah, sec. 8, par. 7, and other places, 

and ShekaIim, sec. 4, par. 9. See also Levi Herzfeld, 
Handelsgeschichle der Jllden des AltertIlllUls (Braun
schweig, 1879), pp. 185-86. 

1 Loc. cit. 

pertain to the same time. If the ground prod
ucts were packed in Palestine as tightly as in 
Rome, we would expect for solet a slightly 
higher price relative to wheat than that indi
cated by the evidence. But we are interested 
only in the order of magnitude here, and the 
price relationship stated in the Mishnah is 
well within this order. 

Price difference between triticum and siligo 
wheats. - The considerable preference for 
siligo wheat over triticum in classical Greece 
and Rome is common knowledge. Students 
may nevertheless find useful the numerical 
expression for this preference. As this is re
vealed by our analysis of Pliny's flour prices, 
siligo wheat appears to have cost 17-20 per 
cent more than triticum in Rome at Pliny's 
time. 

Pliny's flour prices as evidence of one· 
grade flours.-The analysis of Pliny's flour 
prices furthermore provides contributory evi
dence for existence of one-grade flours in 
classical antiquity and for the assumption 
that the extraction of this flour was high. In 
favor of the existence of such flours is the 
fact that the price relationships implied in 
Pliny's flour prices are much more reasonable 
if in his statement similago and siligo were 
one-grade flours. For the possibility that in 
that statement similago and siligo were the 
second grades, we had to accept the view that 
pollen (the first grade of flour from triticum) 
cost as much as the second grade of flour from 
siligo, although this price relationship does 
not seem probable. It is also doubtful that the 
price of siUgo or a flour representing the ex
traction percentages 45th-71st was 16% per 
cent higher than the price of similago repre
senting the 28th-71st percentages. On the 
contrary, one finds. very reasonable the line 
of prices: 40 asses per modius of the meal 
from triticum; 48 asses per modius of one
grade flour from the same wheat; and 56 asses 
per modius of one-grade flour from the pre
ferred siUgo wheat. This speaks strongly for 
Pliny's similago and siligo having been one
grade flours. 

Furthermore, on the same possibility that 
similago and siligo were one-grade flours, simi
lago, a one-grade flour from triticum, cost 20 
per cent more than farina, a whole-grain meal 
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from the same wheat. This is the price rela
tionship in terms of volume. Since the onc
grade Hour packed more tightly, the price dif
ference between them was not much more 
than 10 per cent in terms of weight. This is 
a strong indication that, providing simi/ago 
was a one-grade Hour, its extraction was high. 
The return for the wheat ground into simi/ago, 
a one-grade Hour, would have been less than 
for the same wheat ground into farina (whole 
meal), if the extraction of simi/ago were ma
terially lower than around 80 per cent. 

Were Pliny's flour prices retail prices?
So far as the present writer is aware, the ques
tion has not been raised whether Pliny's flour 
prices were wholesale or retail prices. But the 
price of wheat computed from Pliny's Hour 
prices has always been treated as a wholesale 
price, and in computing the milling costs no 
provision has been made for retailing. Hence, 
one must conclude that Pliny's Hour prices 
have also been considered as wholesale prices.8 

There is, however, some indication that 
Pliny's Hour prices mayor might have been 
retail prices. Every figure given by Pliny, 
when divided by 16, yields a whole numher 
or a whole number plus one-half. Was this 
mere chance? Pliny's price of 40 asses for 
farina is a round figure adequate for a broad 
estimate, as Pliny may have wanted it to be. 
But why should the wholesale price of siligo 
have been exactly 8 asses higher than that of 
similago? 

The procedure would not have been very 

B In the main, the nature of the evidence for so re
mote a period as classical antiquity does not justify 
raising the question whether' a certain price was at 
retail or at wholesale. But the question is seldom raised 
in historical studies even when the nature of the price 
can be specified. The difference between wholesale and 
retail prices is frequently so large as to destroy much 
of the value of conclusions drawn from prices of un
specified nature. 

D In the elTort to find a reasonable way toward 
further downward interpretation of Pliny's flour 
prices, the possibility has been contemplated that in 
the Roman retail trade it was customary to give to the 
customer a good mea:mre of flour as is usual in this 
country in retail sales of fruits and vegetables by the 
measure. But this would have meant that a modi us 
contained less than 16 of such retail sextarii. Pliny 
would hardly have failed to know this, and the pro
cedure of arriving at prices per modius by multiply
ing retail prices per sextarius by 16 would have been 
even more objectionable. 

rigorous from the modern statistical point of 
view, but Pliny may have started from prices 
of farina, similago, and siligo of 2%, 3, and 
3% asses per sextarius. These probahly were 
retail prices because bakers, who now are com
monly the principal and frequently the only 
local wholesale buyers of flour, produced their 
own Hour in classical antiquity. An extensive 
interstate or intrastate trade in flour was also 
unlikely. The principal transactions in Hour 
may have been between the miller-bakers and 
the consumers, the latter buying-along with 
their bread - small quantities of flour for 
cooking. 

If Pliny's flour prices were retail prices, 
wholesale prices for wheat corresponding to 
them must have been less than those com
puted above. The margin between wholesale 
and retail prices, of course, is not easy to esti
mate. But it could not have been large, be
cause the flour probably was mostly sold in 
the city where it was produced and indeed 
was probably retailed by the miller himself, 
and because the individual milling establish
ments were very small. A margin of 15-20 
per cent of the wholesale price, accepted here, 
appears certainly to be too high. In estimat
ing the retailing margins, we sought to pro
vide for a possible overestimation of the price 
of bran and cibarium and a possible under
estimation of the milling costs in our compu
tation. Another and much stronger desire was 
to bring down the computed price of wheat as 
much as seemed consistent with the evidence. 

With this final assumption that Pliny's flour 
prices were retail prices, the wholesale price 
of triticum wheat corresponding to Pliny's 
prices of farina and similago becomes equiva
lent to about 8 sesterces and the price of siligo 
wheat corresponding to Pliny's price of siligo 
flour to about 10 sesterces.O 

PRICE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN FLOUR 

AND WHEAT 

The wheat prices reached in the preceding 
analysis were obtained directly from the prices 
of flour without reference to the relationships 
between flour and wheat prices, the procedure 
usually employed by other students of the 
classical evidence. Conclusions obtained from 
such price relationships necessarily yield very 
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inexact results and indeed are superfluous 
when the more exact direct method can be 
used. Yet for the benefit of those who are 
accustomed to think in terms of flour-to-wheat 
price relations our study may be concluded 
with a short analysis of these relationships. 
To avoid misunderstanding, let us emphasize 
that the following analysis is in terms of 
weight. 

It was stated that some students who ana
lyzed Pliny's flour prices considered the price 
ratio of 1.5: 1 between flour and wheat as 
standard for the present time. This ratio is 
correct as an approximation; in countries with 
low to moderate wheat prices, flour may even 
cost relatively more. Where wheat is expen
sive-and it was expensive in Rome-the pres
ent-day price relationship between flour and 
wheat tends to be somewhat less than 1.5: 1. 

Prices of flour and wheat and the ratios 
between these in a few important countries 
are compiled in the following table. Years 
preceding the big depression of the 1930's 
were used advisedly, because such low prices 
as were observed during this depression in 
countries with no or little government protec
tion have no precedent in the known history 
of grain prices. Another reason is that in some 
countries with high protection of wheat prices 
the price relationship between flour and grain 
during the depression was narrowed by gov
ernment action, such as the raising of flour
extraction rates, admixture of coarse grain 
with wheat, and the like. 

Most of the ratios computed in the table are 
unfortunately not really suitable for our pur
pose. For this, the prices ought to be of a given 
wheat and of the flour made from it. Also, the 
flour price ought to be that of one~grade flour 
such as the "straight run" of London or that 
of a flour grade equivalent in quality to such 
a "straight run." Only a few market prices 
satisfy both requirements. 

The price relationship at Melbourne in the 
table is the only one fully adequate for our 
purpose. The Melbourne flour is a "straight 
run" made from the local wheat to which the 
price used in the computation pertains. But 
the Budapest flour price is too high for our 
purposes because grade 0 is the best flour 
grade among many. The flours of Minneapolis 

and Kansas City were also of higher-than
average grade, while the prices used in Berlin 
and Paris are for flour of lower-than-average 
grade. As to the other flours, we must reserve 
judgment. Owing to the admixture of expen
sive foreign wheats, the wheats used in the 
production of the Berlin and Paris flours cost 
somewhat more than the domestic wheats, the 
prices of which were used in the computation. 
It may be noted that the inaccuracies in the 
prices of flour and wheat used in the compu
tation of the price relationship for Berlin and 
Paris tend to offset one another. But no such 
compensation occurs in the case of Kansas 
City and Minneapolis. 

PRICE RELATIONSHIP BE'fWEEN FLOUR AND WHEAT 

IN SPECIFIED COUNTRIES, AVERAGE 1925-29* 

Ratio 
of flour 

Grade 
Type price to 

Market or grade wheat 
of flour of wheat price 

(wheat 
price: 
100) 

Berlin, Gennany .......... 000 Local 128.4 
Paris, France ............. .... Domestic 130.0 
Budapest, Hungary ....... 0 .... 167.7 
MUan, Italy .•..•.......... .... Soft 13!l.4 
United Kingdom •......... London, All Imported 148.0 

straight run 
Kansa8 Olty ............... Winter patent No. 2 Hard 174.2 

Winter 
Minneapolis .....•......... Standard NO.1 Hard 178.3 

patent Spring 
Buenos Afres, Argentina .. 00 Barletta 142.9 
Melbourne, Austral!a ..... Export grade Standard 130.8 

grade 

* Official dala reproduced from RevlIe de I'Tnstitllt Inter
national de Stalislique, 1933, 1 nnnee, p. 90, and similar 
sources. The wheat price In Germany is Increased by 11 
German marks per metric ton to bring it to the basis of 
free-on-rall Berlin-Ihe bnsls to which the price of flour 
perlalns. The price of all Imported wheat In Grent Britain Is 
taken from the customhouse returns. 

According to the table above, the flour price 
in Kansas City and Minneapolis exceeded the 
wheat price by 74 and 78 per cent, respective
ly. Yet the detailed analysis of the accounts 
of many mills by the United States Federal 
Trade Commission1 revealed that in 1913-142 

millers' receipts per barrel of flour averaged 
$4.15, while their outlay for 4.42 bushels of 
wheat used per barrel of flour amounted to 
$3.96. These figures indicate that the price 
of the average flour was only 42 pcr cent 

lOp. cit., pp. 43, 97. 
2 That year was quite as representative as any other. 
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higher than the corresponding wheat price. 
After allowing for all such discrepancies, 

we conclude that in countries with high wheat 
prices, such as France, Italy, or Germany, the 
flour price, in terms of weight, tends not to 
exceed the wheat price by more than a third. 
In countries with low to moderate wheat 
prices, the flour prices tend to be higher than 
the wheat price by more than a third, but a 
ratio of 1.5: 1 . 0 is rarely exceeded. 

The prices of millfeed and sacks, the quan
tity of flour extracted, and interest rates are 
factors other than the level of the wheat prices 
which affect the price ratio. The highest price 
ratios are probably those observed in the 
United States and Canada. High wages, and 
especially the practice of selling a barrel of 
flour in two relatively small new sacks (98 
lbs. each) are responsible for this. The price 
relationship in Great Britain may also be rela
tively high, owing to the low extraction of 
flour. 

With the usual amount of the extracted 
flour varying from 72 to 74 per cent of the 
wheat, a price of flour equivalent to 139-135 
per cent of the wheat price implies that the 
return for the flour covers the cost of the 
wheat. Thus, in countries with high wheat 

prices all costs of milling, including sacks, 
marketing, bad debts, and profits, are less than 
the return for the millfeed. As shown by the 
price relationship between flour and wheat in 
Melbourne, mills manage to work for less than 
the cost of millfeed, even in some countries 
with rather low wheat prices. The millers of 
North America are among the few which need 
more, though not much more. 

In the conversion of Pliny's flour prices to 
wheat prices in which similago and siligo were 
supposed to have represented one-grade flours 
with an extraction of 80 per cent from triti
cum and siligo, respectively, the computation 
leads to a price ratio between wheat and flour 
of 1: 1. 33~ (80 weight units or 88 volume 
units of similago cost 42.24 asses while 100 
weight units of wheat cost 40 asses). In com
paring this ratio with the present-day ones, 
one should not forget that several factors 
tended to depress the price ratios in antiquity: 
the extraction of flour in ancient Rome was 
considerably higher than the common extrac
tion of all flour is now-80 per cent as against 
70-75; the flour prices were in bulk; and mar
keting costs-not including retailing, taken 
care of separately-probably were veritably 
absent. 

The first draft of this study was written in 1940 when the writer 
was on the staff of the Division of Statistical and Historical Re
search, Bureau of Agricultural Economics, United States Depart
ment of Agriculture. The writer is very gratefUl to the Social 
Science Research Council for a grant-in-aid used in finishing this 
and continuing other studies on grain in classical antiquity. Pro
fessor F. C. Lane of The Johns Hopkins University made very valu
able critical suggestions concerning the form of presentation. 
The co-operation of Dr. M. K. Bennett and Dr. V. P. Timoshenko, 
of the Food Research Institute, were greatly appreciated. Thanks 
are due to Miss Helen E. Hennefrud of the United States Depart
ment of Agriculture Library for a very careful verification of quo
tations and references. 

Since Professor M. Rostovtzev, Yale University, in his funda
mental study "Frumentum" in Paulys RcaI-EncycIopadic .... 
summarized all the principal findings on grain in classical Rome 
t/tat were generally accepted at the time of writing, his responsi
bility for the opinions criticized ill this study is much smaller than 
may be suggested by the foregoing pages. His sincere and strong 
encouragement of the writer to proceed wilh historical studies and 
specifically to publish the present one, which he was the first to 
see, is the more appreciated and admired. 
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